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Abstract

We consider a mechanism for nonlinear saturation of Toroidal Alfven Eigenmodes (TAE's)
using the coupling of a finite amplitude TAE with a magnetically modified sound wave

to generate sidebands which in turn couple with the TAE. This coupling gives a series of
Hain-Lust equations with extra nonlinear terms. We then consider a new way of solving
this general form of singular eigenfunction equation. The main aim is to establish at what
amplitude of the TAE our system becomes modulationally unstable thus inhibiting further
growth of the TAE. This amplitude is found to be of a significantly smaller value than the
amplitude achieved by other TAE saturation mechanisms.
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Chapter 1

Background

An important issue with tokamak plasma physics is the confinement of alpha particles. An
inability to confine alpha particles results in a loss of energy in the tokamak, hence making
the much desired ignition more difficult to achieve. One possible cause of the loss of
alpha particles is Toroidal Alfven Eigenmodes (TAE's). It was shown by Fu and Van Dam
(1989)[ 1 ] that these TAE's can be driven unstable by the alpha particle pressure gradient.
The waves then scatter alpha particles towards the walls of the tokamak, possibly causing
damage to the walls, see White, et.al. (1995)[2], and may if the effect is strong enough,
prevent ignition, see Sigmar, et. al. (1992)[3].

The obvious question then concerns whether we can understand and predict this loss of
alpha particles, and therefore judge the importance of this effect. Various mechanisms
for achieving this nonlinear saturation of the instability growth have been considered.
One possibility is to trap the alpha particles in the finite wave amplitude (see Berk and
Breizman(1990)[4]). The mechanism we use is similar to that of Hahm and Chen(1995)[5],
who consider the effect of having two TAE modes centered on neighbouring magnetic sur¬

faces exciting a spectrum of density perturbations. This is similar to the model we consider,
except that we consider only one TAE mode and the effect of this coupling with the sound
wave to create a pair of sideband waves, which in turn couple with the TAE to affect the
sound wave. This model will be discussed in more detail at the end of this chapter. The
aim of this chapter is to introduce the physical and mathematical fundamentals of the prob¬
lem in the simplest possible form. Subsequent chapters will therefore often repeat material
from this chapter but in the context of a more complex calculation. In Chapter 2 we will
go on to detail the analytic method used to formulate the problem into the correct form for
a numerical method to solve. In Chapter 3 the numerical method used to solve this generic
form of equation is introduced and demonstrated on a few simple test cases. Finally in
Chapter 4 the numerically calculated results and any numerical considerations that have
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Chapter 1 Background

been made are presented.
Before discussing the model the background to the subject is considered. Firstly a brief

history of fusion and tokamaks is presented. The next issue to be addressed is that the
model we use makes use of the Hain-Liist[6] equation. Therefore a derivation of the basic
Hain-Lust equation is given with a discussion of the principal features of this. In deriving
the Hain-Liist equation use is made of several fundamental speeds and frequencies that
occur in plasma physics. These fundamental parameters are discussed as far as is possible
before the Hain-Lust equation is introduced.

1.1 A BriefHistory of Fusion and Tokamaks

The history of fusion can be considered to have begun at the end of World War II with
the dropping of the first nuclear bombs on Japan1. This led to the drive to develop more

and more powerful weapons as the Cold War began with the U.S.A. and Great Britain in
particular competing against the U.S.S.R. . It was not long before the power of fusion,
the splitting of atoms to release energy, was realized in the development of the Hydrogen
bomb. At this point the main research issue was the amount of energy released and not the
ability to control where the energy went. This all started to change however when on March
24th 1951 Juan Peron, the Argentinian Dictator, made the claim, which was subsequently
discovered to be false, that Argentina had developed the ability to construct a fusion power

plant.
The effect of this claim was to start scientists from both camps of the Cold War thinking

about the possibilities of the use of fusion as a power source for the future. In the U.S.A.
Lyman Spitzer of Princeton University who was already part of their weapons programme,

was prompted to switch to the development of fusion power. Spitzer was inspired by the
idea of using water, or more exactly hydrogen nuclei, to create a power source that would
eclipse all other non-renewable power sources. However it was immediately clear that the
gas would be so hot it could not touch the edges of any chamber used to contain it. Spitzer's
solution was to use a spiral of magnets and a vacuum in a device called the "Stellerator",
named after its mimicking of the Sun's processes. All of this was done in secrecy since
there could have been military uses of the work. Spitzer expected it would take a decade to

develop a working power plant.
Similarly in the U.S.S.R. Igor Kurchatov, the Soviet Director of Atomic Research, be¬

came aware of the Argentinian claims and the potential use of a fusion power plant. The
Soviet solution was similar to Spitzer's except that the plasma was also given a strong in-

'This summary of the history of fusion comes from Herman(1990)[7].
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Chapter 1 Background

ternal current so as to create a self-induced magnetic field to supplement the external mag¬
nets. This allowed the external magnets to be configured differently. The Soviets named
this device a toroidal magnetic chamber, in Russian "toroidalnya kamera ee magnetnaya
katushka" with the acronym "tokamak".

Ironically it was the British who appear to have been the first to consider fusion power,

although it was not until after the Argentinian claim that serious steps towards achieving
this goal were taken. In 1919 E. Rutherford had demonstrated the process which would
later become known as fusion, whilst in 1920 A.S. Edington had speculated upon the use

of the energy trapped inside an atom as an energy source. Also in 1946 G.R Thompson and
M. Blackman had patented a doughnut shaped thermonuclear device.

Work progressed for several years in secrecy by all countries involved. That changed
however when in 1957 the Soviets launched Sputnik. The Americans, wishing to regain
the scientific initiative, announced the existence of their fusion power project. At this point
plasmas were possible, but a sustained continuous fusion reaction was still not possible.

The next notable event in the history of fusion is another false claim, this time by
the British. In 1958 the British claimed that the Zero-Energy Thermonuclear Assembly
(ZETA) at Harwell, Oxfordshire had sustained fusion for three thousandths of a second.
The problem was the great difficulties in measuring what happens inside a tokamak. It
turned out that the plasma was not as stable as previously thought and that instabilities had
contributed to giving a false reading.

Later in 1958 the Americans and British joined forces, and a more open though still
cautious regime with the Soviets was started. This openness was to grow over the following
years. By 1966 it was very clear that Spitzer had been very wrong in predicting that it would
only take a decade to develop a fusion power plant. Many of the scientists working on the
various projects stopped calling themselves Fusion Researchers and started using the name

Plasma Physicists.
Then in 1968 the Director of the Soviet Fusion Project, L. Artismov, announced that

their T-3 Tokamak was achieving much longer confinement times at higher temperatures.
The solution was to use a much wider plasma so that for the same volume of gas individual
particles had less distance to travel right round the device. The following year, 1969, a

British team led by N. Peacock used a new laser device to confirm that the inside of the
plasma was reaching temperatures of order 107 degrees centigrade for a confinement time
of twenty thousandths of a second. This meant that the tokamak now became the dominant
configuration.

The Oil crisis in 1973 prompted the U.S.A to construct a much larger tokamak using a

Deuterium and Tritium mixture. Deuterium and Tritium are both isotopes of Hydrogen but
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Chapter 1 Background

Tritium is radioactive and contains an extra neutron thus hopefully making ignition more

likely. Theory stated that larger tokamaks should give larger confinement times and ergo
there should be a higher chance that sufficient particles would collide to create ignition.
The device the Americans constructed at Princeton was called the Tokamak Fusion Test

Reactor (TFTR).
The British also decided in 1973 to build a large D-T tokamak. By this point the British

were not the only European country involved in fusion and as a result it was decided that
this new tokamak should be a European joint effort run by Euratom, the European Atomic
Energy Organization. Unfortunately at this point the politicians got involved and it was five
years before the location of this new tokamak was decided upon, this site being Culham in
Oxfordshire. In 1983 the Joint European Torus was finally completed. The word Torus in
its name was to pacify the West Germans who were still supporters of the Stellerator.

1.2 The Fundamental Speeds and Frequencies

The starting point for much work in Tokamak plasma physics are the equations of Ideal
Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD). This is mostly because they constitute a simple system
of equations which are capable of modelling the geometry of a Tokamak. Further to
this, the ideal MHD equations are well suited to being solved numerically with nonlin¬
ear terms included. The result of all this is that there is a large amount of literature on

the subject (see for example Goedbloed (1983)[8]) and hence we will not chart here the
development of Maxwells equations[9] and the fluid equations of motion (see for exam¬
ple Tritton(1988)[10]) into the ideal MHD equations. We may now state the ideal MHD
equations as

d\ 1
p-x- + p (v • V) v = -Vp -1 (V X B) x B , (1.1)
ot p0

^ + V-(pv)=0 , (1.2)
Ir + v- =0 , (1-3)dt J \pi
r)R
— = Vx(vxB) , (1.4)
ot

where B is the magnetic field, v the particle velocity, p the density, p the pressure, 7 is
the adiabatic gas constant and p0 is the permeability of free space. The first use of these
equations is to establish the fundamental frequencies and speeds of a plasma.
If we consider the plasma to have slab geometry then we can choose the axis so that the
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Chapter I Background

equilibrium magnetic field B0 = (0,0,B0), and a wave propagating through this plasma
will propagate in the x-z plane. In the equilibrium state we get v0 = 0 since there is
no motion. Into this slab we introduce a wave with magnetic field Bi = (0, Biy, 0) and
velocity vx = (0, viy, 0). Since we have specified our geometry so that the wave propagates
in the x-z plane we also have V • v = 0. To complete the system we consider p and p to be
constant. The effect of all of this is to reduce (1.1), after linearization, to

dviy B0dBly
P~KT = • (!-5)ot go oz

We finally introduce Ohm's law2 and Maxwells equations2 into (1.5), giving

d2Bly
_ Bq d2Bly

dt2 gopo dz2
(1.6)

It may be observed that (1.6) is a wave equation for a wave created by perturbing the
magnetic field, travelling with a velocity that is known as the Alfven velocity. This velocity
was first considered by H. Alfven[l 1] in 1942. Hence we define the Alfven velocity, cA, as

B2
"A

PoP
cl = . (1.7)

A simple follow-on from this is to note from (1.6) that the wave is travelling in the z

direction, parallel to B0. If we Fourier analyse (1.6) by introducing

— gj*e-i(uat+kxx+kyy+kzz) g-j

it is simple to establish the Alfven frequency ua as

ul = k2zc\ . (1.9)
2Ohms law is j = a (E + v x B) where j is the current density per unit area, a is the conductivity of the

plasma and E is an electric field. In Ideal MHD we consider a -» oo and hence we have E + v X B = 0.
^Maxwells equations in free space are

V E = — ,

V • B = 0 ,

r2V X R= -j + 7?Co ot
and

_ „ dB
X _

dt

where c is the speed of light in a vacuum and eo is the permittivity of free space.
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Chapter 1 Background

A discussion of the Alfven wave can be found in Hasegawa and Uberoi(1982)[12] and
Cross(1988)[13],

The other fundamental velocity that appears in our calculations comes from allowing p
and p to vary instead of assuming them to be constant. A simple rewrite of (1.3) gives us

(total derivative)
-jDp -(7+1 )Dp „ /i irw

P nt=0 (L10)
or

Dp
= tpDpi

Dt p Dt
which is the sound wave equation giving us

Cl = ^ (1.12)
P

where cs is the sound speed.
Having established the two fundamental speeds, we must now establish the fundamental

frequencies that appear in the problem. To do this we generalize the situation so that vi is
not restricted to any particular surface and introduce a perturbation, BL to the magnetic field
(we are here following a method that can be found in many books on MHD for example
Mestel and Weiss(1974)[14]). In other words we have

v0 = 0, B() = (0,0, B0), Vi = {vx,vy,vz), Bl = {Bx,By,Bz) . (1.13)

Introducing these perturbations into the momentum equation (1.1) and linearizing, results
in

p^ = -v (p+^^l\ +1(B0.V)B1 . (1.14)dt V Po J Po

If we differentiate this with respect to time we get

<92vi /dp 1 <9Bi \ 1 d <9Bi
P~rrpr — —V I -D- H B0 * ~rr~ I H B0——— . (1.15)dt2 \dt po dt J po dz dt

By observing that in (1.11) the total derivative may be replaced by the partial derivative
since there is no equilibrium flow, and that from (1.4) we get

^ = Bo-p- ~ B0i(V - vi) , (1.16)dt dz
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Chapter 1 Background

then (1.15) becomes

If we consider the z component of (1.17) we get

^ = 4(V.vl} . (1.18)
whilst if we take the divergence of (1.17) we get

^(V-v1)=(4 + c;)V2(V.y1)-4v2^ . (1.19)
Combining (1.18) and (1.19) gives

|r-(4 + ^)^v2 + ^^v2}(v-vi) = ° ■ a.20)
If we now consider

(V • \i) = i/e_i(a;t+k'r) (1.21)

then (1.20) becomes, given that k / 0 (V = 0 gives us the Alfven frequency),

lo4 — (c2a + c2s)u)2k2 + c2sc2Ak2k2z = 0 . (1-22)

The roots of this equation are the fast and slow magnetoacoustic waves, ujf and ujs respec¬

tively. The fast and slow magnetoacoustic waves have the formulae

l.o, , o>/. . L 4cgcjg
k2 (4 + c2sYu},s = ^2(c2A + c2){l±Jl-.„,:aa^) ■ (1.23)

The forms for to; and cos as stated in (1.23) are not very useful in the context of the
nonlinear calculation that is performed in Chapter 2. In particular it would be more useful
to write these frequencies in the standard form of wave-number times speed. It is possible
to reduce (1.23) to a simpler form, but first we must introduce the plasma beta /3P (The
subscript p has been added so as to avoid confusion with the /Ts that are used in later
chapters).

The plasma beta is defined as the ratio of the plasma pressure at a point inside the
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Chapter 1 Background

plasma to the magnetic pressure at the boundary of the plasma. Hence we define

p'=wk ■(124)
When in Chapter 4 we start to use physical values for the different physical parameters,
we use the parameters from JET the Joint European Torus at Culham in Oxfordshire[15]
(other physical values were obtained from the NRL Plasma Formulary[16]). Using these
parameters it turns out that we have

pp ~ 0.05 . (1.25)

This value is consistent with the values that are expected to be required for a reactor scale
tokamak such as ITER the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor which is still
in the planning stage (see Perkins, et.al.(1999)[17]). Unsurprisingly tokamaks of this type
of configuration are often referred to as "low-beta" tokamaks. Whilst we are not looking
in this thesis at other configurations, it is worth mentioning at this point that much higher
values of f3p have been achieved by the Small Tight Aspect Ratio Tokamak experiment at
Culham. Values of order 40% have in fact been achieved, see Sykes(1999)[18],

If we now consider the ratio of c2 and c\, then we see that

4 =1^ =^- 0.04 . (,.26)ca B$/pop 2

This allows us to make the statement

c\ » c2s • (1-27)

The result of this is that we may in (1.23) consider the expansion

1 =4 "24 + 0 (£) , (1,28)
(4 + cj)2 4 c« V4

which demonstrates, if we define

4c2cj2 4k2c2 Aklct „ / c6
o, = —-—2—=■ - —~T - ti-prr- + c> (-£- , (1.29)

&o (cA + c2s)2 k2c\ k2c\ \c\,
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Chapter 1 Background

that a is also small and thus another series expansion can be used to eventually obtain

u)

and

= k2c2A + (k2 - k2z) c2s + O ( 4 ) C1-30)ck

kt ,,U „ c1
+ ' (L31)

In practice though we only use the first terms in these expansions, though care must be
taken to check that we are not subtracting either of these frequencies from a frequency of
similar order when we would have to use the second (or higher) terms in the expansions.

In deriving uif>s we basically considered a more complicated setup than was used to
derive ua. The final 'fundamental' frequency that appears in the problem only makes its
entrance in the full problem where a yet more complicated configuration is used.

1.3 The Hain-Lust Equation

In later chapters we will be introducing a nonlinear modification of the Hain-Lust equation
which allows the coupling of various waves. Before we do that though we present here a

derivation of the Hain-Lust equation following the method of Freidberg(1987)[19].
The first stage of this calculation is to introduce our co-ordinate system. Firstly we

consider the tokamak to have been un-wound into the shape of a cylinder. We then consider
that the ends of the cylinder are always sufficiently far away from the area within which
we make our calculations so as to have no effect on the calculation. A follow on from this

new geometry is to introduce a new co-ordinate system. Whilst the obvious choice of co¬
ordinate system to use is the standard cylindrical co-ordinates, the derivation is simplified
by the introduction of a second co-ordinate system consisting of a radial component er, a
component parallel to B0, bp, plus a component eri orthogonal to the other components.
Both of these co-ordinate systems are used in the following derivation according to when
they simplify the method. The definitions of bp and e,, are therefore

- B0g , B0z ~ „ B0z „ Bos ^

bp = — e0 + ~s~ez, = —-e0 - —ez . (1.32)
L>0 ±>o &0 £>0

If we allow the equilibrium pressure to be perturbed and introduce

di nVi = — (1-33)
at
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Chapter 1 Background

then assume all perturbed quantities to vary as

Q1 = Qiei{rn6+kz-ut) ^ (L34)

we may re-write (1.1) to (1.4) as

-u2po£ = — (B0 • VBt + Bi • VB0) - V (Pl + , (1.35)
Bo \ Bo J

B, = V X (£ X B0) , (1.36)

Pi = -£ • Vp0 - 7p0V • £ (1.37)

where

Bo = Bogeo + Bozez, £ = £rer + r/er; + £|jb||, Bt = £?irer + + -B||b|| . (1.38)

At this stage it is worth stating that the equilibrium magnetic field B0 has a much larger
component in the e, direction than in the e0 direction. This type of magnetic field is often
called a general screw pinch. The effect of this is that we may often make use of B0z ~ B0
although care must be taken since exceptions can occur.

A consideration of the components of (1.36) yields

Br = iF£,r , (1.39)

„ .n Bod ir ( dp0 OB?)0\B\\ = -iGri — Kr) + — \Bo-r + 2 i (L41)11
r dr B0 \ dr r )

whilst (1.37) may be re-written as

dp0 (1 d iGp iF£\\\ „ ^

where

777 777
F = kB0z -\ Bod, G = —B0z — kB0e . (1.43)

r r

Before continuing it is appropriate at this juncture to introduce the wave numbers k0
and k\\. Recall that the standard definition of VQ, for some function Q = Q(r, 6, z, t), in

12
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cylindrical co-ordinates is

VQ = (k(1+rfi + k»+io)Q , (i.44)\ r \ or J r ou oz J

If we consider that Q is varying as

Q ~ Q(r, t)ei{me+kz) (1.45)

then we obtain

VQ = (—+ +—ee + ike^\ Q . (1.46)
\ r \ or J r J

From this equation it is clear that if k0 is the total wave number, with respect to the e# and
ez co-ordinates, then

k20 = ^ + k2 . (1.47)
To obtain an analytic definition for k\\, the wave number in the direction parallel to the
magnetic field, it is necessary to switch (1.46) into the e^-bp co-ordinates. This is achieved
by re-arranging (1.32) to obtain

Boz ~
, B0g- „ Boe „ BQz~

e* = —e^ + —b,|, ez = —e„ - —bN , (1.48)JJo ±>o -£>0 ±>o

which when inserted into (1.46) renders

(*r(i , d\ fmB0z , , Boe\ - (m Bog B0z\\
VQ={V ( aC "" (7 + * j + ,b" (7"ft" * ft") J 0 '

(1.49)
It is not difficult to see from (1.49) that the definition of k\\ must be

*) • (1-50)
Another wave number comes from (1.49) and that is kv, where

1 / 771

h = [B08~ ~ kBUz

kf) — (Bqz 1- kB,B, (B0zj + kB0g) . (1.51)
This wave number does not appear in the derivation of the Hain-Lust equation, but we do
make use of it when nonlinear terms are considered in Chapter 2.

Having introduced these wave numbers it can be observed that

F = —iB0 fbii • v) = B0k\\ (1.52)

13
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and

G = —iBo (e^ • V) = Bokv . (1.53)

A follow on from this is that

F2 + G2 = Bl (A;2 + h*) = B20k20 , (1.54)

a fact which is used in eliminating G2 out of the following equations.
Substituting (1.39) to (1.42) into the b|| and ev components of the momentum equation

(1.35) gives respectively

2 \ { 1PoFG\ (ijp0F\ d*) + [-BT) 1 = dr (r&)- wVo 1 ill + I 'To I V= I " T" I — (r(r) (1.55)

and

(^poFG\ f klBl , 7p0G2 2 \ iGp0 ( 2 , 2\ d 2ikB0Boe{~Btr) 11 V~wT ~bT J (c- +^ Tr '
(1.56)

where we are considering all perturbed quantities to vary as

Qi ~ Qi(r)ei{me+kz-ut) . (1.57)

By considering (1.55) and (1.56) as equations for 77 and £|| they may be solved to obtain,
after introducing the frequencies we introduced in §1.2,

f ijpF \ f. 2 2\ d , c ) , 2kGB00,*" = "UbZ>J I1"' "F Tr (r&) Mop
e, d-58)

and

V = ~ (G (c^ + c*) ~ (r&) + 2kcABoe (^2 - wj) fr) (1.59)
where

r.2

ul = ' (L6°)

«,2 = 4^2 (1-61)
c>t

and

17 = a;4 - (c^ + c2) w2/cq + c2c^o^j| • (1-62)
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Chapter 1 Background

If we refer back to the definitions of the fast and slow magnetoacoustic waves in (1.23) then
we can also write D as

D = {yj2 — UJ2) (cv2 — OJ2) (1.63)

which is the more commonly used definition.
To conclude the derivation we need to consider the radial component of the momentum

equation (1.35),

PO (w2 - U2a)
2BO0 ( D_I_R ~R \ A_ ^ ( i(B0zBv + B00B\i) + — [pi +
p0 rB0 Po

(1.64)

Into the above equation we insert (1.39) to (1.42), (1.58) and (1.59). We are hence able to
write the components of (1.64) as

Pi
BpB n

Po
(c, +cl)(J - - <4) d_

+ 2

D

B2e f kGBt
dr

06

Po r2 V Po r2 (c^ + c2) D
r^r (1.65)

and

2-Bo6»
p0rB0 (BqzB^ + f?o0-B||) — —2

+

K _(kGB?\Po^2 V J
d (Ble

O
D

d

dr Kr)

Por 12 dr V r
(r£r) . (1.66)

We may finally establish the Hain-Lust equation by putting (1.65) and (1.66) back into
(1.64) to obtain

where

and

d

dr -C(r£r) = 0

, Po / _2 , „2 \ (u2 - U2a) (u2 - u,2)
Z VC« CA) ( 2 2*W 2 2Nr (u;2 — tUj) (cu2 — cu2)

(1.67)

(1.68)

C =
Po (cu2 - a;2) +

41.2 2 n2

Po^

d

dr

C -

B2n09
Po r2

(uj2 - uj) (w2 - U)?)
/2kBoeG\ (c2 + c^) (tu2 - u^)
\ Por2 / (a;2 — tu2) (cj2 — tu2)

(1.69)
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Chapter 1 Background

An examination ofA reveals that the problem is singular if uo2 = u2 or u>2 = u2h causing the
disappearance of the coefficient of the highest order derivative. To conclude this section,
we can now state that the final fundamental frequency that appears in this problem is u?h.
In the next section we explore the consequences of these singularities.

1.4 Analysis of the Singularities in the Hain-Lust Equa-

In this section we ask the question: is there any change in the behaviour of the Hain-Lust
equation as we cross the singularity? If there is a change in behaviour then what are the
consequences of this change? In answering this question we can draw on the work of
Barston(1964)[20] who considered an equation of the same form as the Hain-Lust equation
but which is interested in the high frequency plasma oscillations. The pertinent results of
this paper (as regards the problem we are interested in here) are that the general solution to
the problem requires a discontinuity in the regular solution at the location of a singularity,
and the singular solutions are logarithmic in nature. It was shown by Uberoi(1971)[21]
that Barston's paper could be extended to the case of Alfven waves. This suggests that an
investigation of the nature of the problem here may be best achieved by constructing two
solutions to (1.67) where one solution is logarithmic at the singularity, and both solutions
have a discontinuity at the singularity.

As we are only interested in what happens as we cross the singularity then it makes
sense to refine the Hain-Lust equation as defined in equations (1.67) to (1.69) into a simpler
but less generic form. To that end we initially assume that the singular behaviour comes
from

tion

2 2
^aO = Ua(r0) , (1.70)

which means that we are considering the singularity to be located at r = ro.

We now create the simpler form by defining

A{r)r ~ (j){r — r0) = 4>x, C(r)r ~ ip<p, £r(j) = Y(x) (1.71)

where

(1.72)
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and

x = r — r0 . (1-73)

Note that we do not need to worry about the case 4> = 0 since this would require
Uh(ro) = cua0 which is clearly never true. We are able to now rewrite (1.67) as

d ^x~\ = ipY . (1.74)
dx \ dx J

The next step is to construct two solutions to (1.74), an entirely regular solution

Yi = u(x) (1.75)

and a solution that is singular at x = 0 but otherwise regular

F2 = v(x) ln(x) . (1-76)

Based on these two solutions the general solution is clearly

Y = $1Y1 + $2Y2 (1.77)

where 4>i and <3?2 are constants. The aim at this point is to see if this is the general solution
or if anything changes as we cross the singularity. As a result we consider what happens if
<f> i and <J>2 change value as we cross the singularity and define

$1,2 = ( ^(1,2)'' ^ < ° • (1-78)[ $(l,2)r; X > 0

A result of this definition is that we may re-state the general solution as

Y = ($iiu(x) + <f>2iv(x) ln(-x)) H(—x) + ($iru(x) + 4>2ru(x) ln(x)) H{x) (1.79)

where H is the Heaviside function. The way forward now is to consider the regular solution
and the singular solution separately. If we examine the regular solution first we have

Yr - $uu(x)II(-x) + $iru(x)H{x) , (1.80)

from which we can easily state

dYr (^-H(—x) — u8(x)^j + (^-H(x) — u5(x(1-81)dx
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where 6 is the Dirac delta function, and

dYr ctuTT. . ^ du
xlw = ^uXTt (~x) + XrXTx ^\Aj\AJ Lvw Lt/w

since x5(x) = 0. If we put all of the above back into (1.74) we get

(1.82)

H(-x)$ li
d ( du

dx V dx
xpu = H{x)$ 1 r

d f du\ ,

TxCTx)-^ (1.83)

but since u is a solution of (1.74) by definition then we have demonstrated then the regular
component on the general solution contains both <3>i/ and <3>ir.
If we now turn our attention to the singular solution

Ys = $2iv{x) In(-x)H(-x) + $2ru(x) In(x)H(x)

Following the same procedure as for the regular solution we end up at

H(-x)<I> 21 -7- ((v ln(—x)) ) — ipvhi(-x)dx \ dx

H{x)$2r (x~ (ulnfa;)) ) — ipvlnix)dx \ dx

Since v ln(x) is a solution of (1.74) we are left with the fact

$21 — $ 2r

(1.84)

- $2iv(x)6(x)

— 4j2rw(x)(5(x) . (1.85)

(1.86)

The conclusion to the above is there is a jump in the regular solution at the singularity
but not in the singular solution. We may now state the general solution of (1.67) as

£=($! + <3hH(r - r0)) u(r - r0) + 4>3u(r - r0) ln(|r - r0\ (1.87)

The most significant feature here is that we did not have to specify an exact value for uja,
we merely stated that it must satisfy lu2 = u2 at some point r0. The consequence of this
is we have a range, or continuous spectrum, of ua all of which satisfy the condition that
the problem is singular. The only limit on this spectrum of cua is that r0 must exist within
the range of r. The same argument can be applied to the case u2 = and hence the
Hain-Lust equation supports two continuous spectra. Interestingly there has been some

confusion over the number of continuous spectra that exist; Grad(1973)[22] believed there
to also be continuous spectra for los and cjf as well as uia and tOh but Appert, et.al.(1974)[23]
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proved that only the uia and uh continuous spectra were possible.
When Barston considered continuous spectra he did not believe a dispersion relation to

exist for equations of the same form as the Hain-Lust equation. However Sedlacek(1970)[24]
proved that dispersion relations did exist for this type of equation. Consequently we can

state that the dispersion relation for the Hain-Lust equation comes from the requirement
that A = 0 at some point and is

(^2 - wa) - Uh) = 0 • (L8g)

The above equation shows that there are two branches of the continuous spectrum, one
at the Alfven frequency and the other at a lower frequency which we will refer to as the
modified sound frequency, since it is very close to the sound frequency but the presence of
the magnetic field has modified it slightly.

1.5 Toroidal Alfven Eigenmodes
A basic assumption of the Hain-Lust equation is that the tokamak can be considered as

a cylinder due to the length scales of all quantities involved. This allows us to consider
the magnetic field as occuring in concentric rings centred on the centre of the cylinder. In
reality though the bending of this cylinder to form a torus distorts these rings. The effects
of this distortion must be explored to see how they modify the continuous spectrum. This
question was first addressed by Cheng, et. al. (1985)[25], We can model this distortion
and compensate for it by considering the physical equilibrium quantities to vary with 9 and
hence Hain-Lust coefficient A also varies with 9. As a consequence of this we may take

A(r, 9) = (1 + e cos 9) f(r, 9) , (1-89)

where

e oc ^ , (1.90)
R being the major radius of the tokamak. Note that a result of this, is that as R —» oo,

e = 0, the problem reverts back to being purely cylindrical and the equations are no longer
coupled. If we Fourier analyse this expression for A{r, 6) by taking

f(r,6) = YJU(rYm° (191)
m
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then we get

4(r) = fm(r) + |/m-l(r) + |/m+l(0 (1.92)

Clearly then each is coupled to the components above and below. This demonstrates
that the coupling is due to toroidal effects.

If we were then to consider the effect this has on the Hain-Lust equation we would have
to replace the coefficient A with a matrix of the form

\C AQ e 0

e e

0 e to

m—1 e 0

e Am e

0 e A-m+l

V

(1.93)

•• /

We can see from this matrix that the requirement for its determinant to be zero is that just
one of the Am's is zero. The effect of the off-diagonal elements is unimportant except in
the case when two of the Am's are zero at the same point. This suggests that it would
be logical to investigate what happens when two Hain-LUst equations of different poloidal
wave numbers are coupled (although it is the toroidal bending of the cylinder that creates
the coupling, the effect is seen in the azimuthal r-6 plane). The first of these is taken to
have wave numbers m = m\ and k = ki and all of its quantities are assigned a subscript
1. The second equation similarly has m = m2, k = k2 and uses a subscript 2 for all
of its quantities. Given that we are interested in the zeros of the determinant of A, the
coefficient matrix of the second order derivatives, it is sufficient to take the coupling as

being dominated by a small factor times a second derivative. The Hain-Lust equations are

thus

Tr {AlTr(rfr'l)) " Cl (rfr'l) + Kr'2) " °
and

where

d

dr A2dr <yr^r,2> ' ~ °2
d2

P°edr2

Al'2 - ~r (c*+ °2A) (-2
oj,a 1,2)tU! LOhi ,2)

(w2 - U2lfl) (uj2 - CJ212)

(1-94)

(1.95)

(1.96)
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' al.2 „2 d2
n HO ( 2 2 \ , / ^^igcAnoeC,,2 = (w +

( W9l.2 )

d

dr
3L
do r2

p0r3 J (cj2 - cjj12) (cj2 - cj21>2)
2kh2BoeG\ (c2s + c\) (cj2 - cj£12)

dor2 / (cj2 - o;21i2) (cj2 - cj21>2)
(1.97)

and e is a small constant.

Into this system we make the assumption that (.cj~ — ca212) are the factors that go
through zero hence allowing the other terms to be considered constant. This simplifies
(1.94) and (1.95) into

Ki
A
dx (-2 - -20 d£r 1

dx Wal) £rl d26r2
cix2

= 0 (1.98)

and

where

and

ft2
d

dx
cj - CJ.

2 \ d£r2
a2> ~dx (^2 - ^1-2) ir2 - d2jr\

dx2
= 0

c2 + 4
fti,2 — —rr ^UJZ — CJ/1,2

x = r - rc ,

(1.99)

(1.100)

(1.101)

rc being the point about which the coupling is centered. We have also used the approxima-
!x 2 and that the dominant term in C\y2 is the first term (this is explained intions uihi,2

~ cj;

more detail in Chapter 4).
At this stage of the derivation we make a few simplifications so as to illustrate the prob¬

lem without the need for complicated algebra while retaining the essential mathematical
features. This is achieved by first taking

ft 1,2 — 1 • (1.102)

We then make the assumptions that

wal = W0 ax (1.103)

and

Ua2 ~ w0 aX (1.104)

These are chosen so that if we consider the uncoupled system (e = 0) then both equations
are singular at x = 0 with uj2 = cJq.
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The final simplification we make is to write x2 as

x2 = Wg + Sx (1.105)

where Sx is a small constant. If the coupled system is singular at the same value of x as the
uncoupled system then we should end up with Sx = 0.

The whole problem defined in (1.98) and (1.99) has now been reduced to

4- (A2x2^\ -C2x2Y = 0 (1.106)7 1 ^ XX Z. 7

ax \ ax

where

f 5uj - ax e \ ( Sx - ax 0 1 v _ / &i^-2x2 — _ , C2X2 —
^ . , * — I.

y e ox + ax I y 0 ox + ax I y 6-2
(1.107)

If we recall that for the single Hain-Lust equation the singular nature and dispersion relation
came from the zeros of A. Similarly this time we obtain the same information from the
zeros of the determinant of A2X2■ Hence we require

det (A2x2) — Sx2 — a2x2 — e2 = 0 . (1.108)

Using the same method as for the single equation we find that this singularity occurs at

x
2
= ^(Sx2-e2) (1.109)

and since x must obviously be real this requires

Sx2 > e2 . (1.110)

In other words we no longer have complete freedom to choose x2 completely arbitrarily
since it is possible to choose values where the problem is no longer singular. This is il¬
lustrated in Figure 1.1 which shows how this creates a gap in the continuous spectrum (as
shown by Kieras and Tataronis(1982)[26]).

In order to investigate the effects of this gap, we now solve equation (1.106). This
solution depends on the justifiable assumption that near to the singularity the second order
derivatives in (1.106) dominate and also that away from the singularity the coupling is
sufficiently weak so as to be neglected. The first step is to observe that the equation to be
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2
CO

0

Figure 1.1: The solution of (u>2 — (u;2 — ua2) — e2 = 0. The feature demonstrated
here is that since the continuous spectrum only exists where this equation can
be solved, there is now a gap of width 2e in the continuous spectrum.

solved near the singularity, which gives what may be called the inner solution, is

d/A™)= 0. (1.111,

5 (1.112)

7 I ZAZ 7
ax \ ax /

Integrating this equation and then re-arranging the solution we get

dY 1 / 5uj + ax —e \ /
dx 5lu2 - a2x2 - e2 I -e Six - ax J I \&2

where and \F2 are constants. In turn we may solve (1.112) to get

cl/1 / e2 — 5u>2 9\ e^2 ~ --if ax . ,,

-log (_;_ + * j+__tan- (^==1 (1.113)
and

r&2 , (e2 — 5co2 i 2\ e^i — 6x^2 _i ( axfa = *2 +^ log + * j + flVe2 _ tan" (1.114)
where and <f>2 are constants.

If we now turn to the solution of (1.106) away from the singularity, which gives what
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we will call the outer solution, we have to solve

- (5u =f clx) ^1,2 = 0 . (1.115)
d

dx
fx -r- \ ^1,2[duj =F a>x) dx

The solution is now easily found to be

£rl,2 = ri!2J0 T ^ "F ^
where Tx, P2, 0X and ©2 are constants and J0 and Y0 are zero-order Bessel functions. This
solution occurs in the two regions on either side of the inner solution and so there is no

requirement that the constants are the same in both regions. To clarify this situation the
constants are allocated an additional subscript I to denote the region to the left of the inner
solution and extending from x —»■ —oo and a r for the region to the right extending from
x —» oo.

We are now in a position to consider how these solutions match onto each other. We
only consider the solution to £rX in detail as the solution to £r2 will follow by analogy.
We can construct this matching by using the fact that the solutions are smooth everywhere
except at the singularity, hence, if we introduce

X = x-— , (1.117)
a

we may state that the ratio of the regular solution to the singular solution is the same for the
outer solution as X —> 0" and the inner solution as X —> —oo. The same also applies to
the outer solution as X —» 0+ and the inner solution as X —» oo. For the left hand solution

we have

£rX =TUJ0(X) +QMX) (1.118)

and since it is a well known fact that

Jo(X) ~ 1, Y0 ~ -log(A), as X -> 0 (1.119)
7T

then the ratio, Ax;, is

Au =^ • (1.120)20X;

Examining the inner solution we have as X —> —oo

Ti e^o — (kudO 7r
en = $1 - — log \X\ - -L==±- (1.121)

a a\Je — our 2
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and consequently we may state

An =
a / e\b2 ~ 7r

\ 1 a\/e2 — Suj2 2
(1.122)

The same method can be used on the right hand side of the singularity to generate

€\&2 + StJ^i 7T
Air —

Ti
$i +

ia/C2 — Sou2 2
(1.123)

If we now subtract equation (1.123) from equation (1.122) we have

e^-2 -
A i^I'i = —7T-

\/e2 — SUJ2

where

Ai — An — A^ •

Following a directly analogous method for £r2 we eventually obtain

8UJ^2 - elI;i
Ao^o = -7T-

Ve2 — Sui2

(1.124)

(1.125)

(1.126)

The final step in this matching of the solutions is to express equations (1.124) and
(1.126) together as the matrix equation

( 7i Suj

a/c2 — Suj2
7re

- Ai
7re

aA2 — Suj2
7T Suj

\ \/e2 — Suj2 \/e2 — Suj2
Ao

\

/

Ti

^2
= 0 (1.127)

Given that we are not interested in the trivial solution then we must have the determinant

of the matrix in (1.127) being zero. Observe that the case e2 = Suj2 will also give the trivial
solution. This condition for the determinant allows us to write

7r Suj

\Je2 — Su:2
-A,

7T Suj
A,

yr2e2

. \A2 — Suj2

Finally we may solve (1.128) to give

(A,A2 — 7r2)2 e2

Suj2
0 (1.128)

Suj1 (1.129)
(A1A2-7r2)2 + 7r2(A1 + A2)2

Equation (1.129) is thus stating that a non-singular solution to (1.106) may be established
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where

5u>2 < e2 . (1.130)

Recall however that we had previously established that the continuous spectrum for u>a had
the requirement

5uj2 >e2 . (1.131)

This means that we have found a solution that has an Alfven frequency that sits inside this
gap. Further to this, the solution found may be considered to be a characteristic of the
whole system and this solution is therefore called a "Toroidal Alfven Eigenmode". The
most important feature is that this frequency represents a discrete mode as opposed to the
continuous spectrum. The result of this is that whilst the continuous spectrum is subject to
continuum damping, the discrete mode is not damped.

The final issue to be addressed is what values should mi and m2 take. This may be
answered by observing that a requirement of the method was that

"al =<•£(= Ml) <ll32>

at x = 0, the point on which the TAE is centered. Since we are wanting to couple two
different Alfven waves then the only possible option is that

k\\i = -&||2 (1.133)

(recall that u)2a = k2\C2A). This can be seen to occur for the case where the poloidal wave
numbers are mi = ma and m2 = mQ + 1, whilst the toroidal wave number na stays (as
is required) the same. This is illustrated in Figure 1.2. The toroidal wave number n has
now replaced k, the ez wave number due to the switch to full toroidal geometry. They are

related however by the equation
77

k = - (1.134)
K

where B, is the major radius of the tokamak.
Choosing the wave numbers like this has now confined us onto a particular magnetic

surface. In a tokamak the magnetic surfaces are usually described in terms of the safety
factor q (the safety factor is how many times a magnetic field loops around a tokomak
before returning to its original start point and so it may be described as a magnetic surface,
see Wesson(1987)[15]). If we start with the standard definition of q,

q=mM (U35)
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m m+1

Figure 1.2: A representation of how two poloidally adjacent waves may couple to create a
TAE and have equal but opposite components in the direction of the magnetic
field.

and insert this into the definition of k\\ with Br, ~ B,0zt

u Doem n ,

k"=BZ7~R <1136)
then from (1.133) we have, after re-arranging,

q = — (ma + ^ . (1.137)na V 2 J

It has been found that these eigenmodes can be obtained using a ballooning method for
high values of n (see Cheng et. al. (1985)[25]), whilst for low values of n a numerical ap¬
proach must be used (see Cheng and Chance(1986)[27]). A good review of the ballooning
method can be found in Thyagaraja(1998)[28], For further information on TAE's a good
source is Wong(1999)[29],

1.6 The Model

We now are able to turn to our model, the main aim of which is to introduce one possible
way in which the amplitude of the TAE might be limited by a nonlinear coupling.

The first stage is to consider the modified sound wave with frequency coh and wave
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Figure 1.3: The coupling system used whereby the modified sound wave ^ beats with the
TAE to create sidebands which in turn beat with the TAE to interact with
the modified sound wave.

numbers rrih and (recall that we have already established that cu^ has a continuous spec¬

trum at the same time as we considered the Alfven continuous spectrum) coupling with a

TAE. This coupling modifies the frequency of this wave away from uh to the characteristic
frequency of the problem, oj. The effect of having the TAE and this magnetically modified
sound wave on the same surface is that the two waves will beat together to create sidebands
with frequency uja ± u. These sidebands can then also beat with the TAE and affect the
modified sound wave, thus creating a loop. Since the Hain Lust equation involves solving
for the perturbations associated with the relevant wave, we introduce the definitions for
the perturbation from the TAE, 0 from the modified sound wave and for the sidebands.
This feedback system is illustrated in Figure 1.3. The effect of this system is that the energy
that was originally driving the TAE will be dissipated into these other waves. To avoid fur¬
ther complicating the system we assume that the modified sound wave and the sidebands
do not interact to affect the TAE. This means that we will end up with a system of three
coupled equations in 0, £+ and £~.

This type of four wave coupling is typical of a modulational instability which occurs

in a variety of contexts. For example a discussion of modulational instability of plane
Alfven waves can be found by Lashmore-Davies(1976)[30]. A more general discussion
of instabilities can be found in Manheimer and Lashmore-Davies(1989)[31]. Instability
occurs for a sufficiently large pump wave (in our case the TAE) amplitude and the behaviour
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is typically thatcc2 goes negative through real values. The threshold amplitude occurs when

Since we are looking at a Fourier analysed problem it must be remembered that we are

actually looking at the sum across all m and n wave numbers. If we recall that we used

then clearly if u2 is negative we have an unstable solution, and that given sufficient time
the unstable solutions will dominate the stable solutions.

The TAE to which we couple the modified sound wave and the sidebands is considered
to be of finite amplitude. As will be seen the frequency of the system u) is then related to
this amplitude. The critical point to be investigated is then the threshold amplitude which
corresponds to u>2 — 0. When our system becomes unstable then energy is removed from
the TAE and passed onto the modified sound wave and the sidebands, thus preventing the
TAE from growing further. As a result this process effectively limits the growth of an oth¬
erwise unstable TAE. The main question to be answered is whether our mechanism affects
the TAE at a lower or higher amplitude than other mechanisms that have been studied, such
as the particle trapping studied by Berk and Breizman(1990)[4], or the system of coupling
two TAE's and a sound wave of Hahm and Chen(1995)[5]. The most important mechanism
will be the mechanism that has the lowest threshold amplitude.

A final important point about the model is that although toroidal effects are important
in generating the TAE, we consider them not to be important with regard to our nonlinear
terms and coupling. This allows us to solve the system in cylindrical geometry.

This is the model that was looked at by Lashmore-Davies, et. al.(1997)[32]. In this
paper an analytic solution to the dispersion relation for the model was proposed. This
dispersion relation was then used to calculate the maximum amplitude for the TAE without
instability occuring, i.e. the case uj2 = 0. Their conclusion was that this amplitude was

In the rest of this thesis, this analytical method is modified and extended. The numerical
solution to both the dispersion relation and the system of three coupled equations is then
established.

Qi ~ Qi(r)e<H+**-wt) (1.138)

B
(1.139)
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The Coupled Mode Equations

The original paper by Lashmore-Davies, et. al.(1979)[32] has been found to contain sev¬
eral errors as well as areas where the approximations made can be improved. As a result
this chapter basically presents a corrected and upgraded version of that paper. The early
equations in this derivation have not changed from the paper by Lashmore-Davies. et. al.,
and as a result we briefly present a resume of these equations, choosing instead to give far
more detail from the point where the two formulations separate.

Before we start the derivation, it is useful to remind ourselves of the aims of this section.
As was explained in the previous section, we are interested in the coupling of the low-
frequency density perturbation, the TAE and the resultant sidebands. We therefore use a

Fourier analysis approach to simplify these waves down to a solvable system of equations.
We will then have a system of ordinary differential equations that the numerical system
shown in the next chapter can solve. This restricts our model of the problem to considering
the extent of the behaviour in the direction of the minor radius r.

This coupled system of equations, under certain conditions, will be singular. This will
generate a continuous spectrum of frequencies u>. This allows us to form a dispersion
relation at this singular point, which can be used to establish the relationship between ui2
and the amplitude of the TAE.

2.1 The Formulation of the nonlinear Hain-Lust Equation

Before starting on our derivation, the ideal MHD equations and then the equilibrium so¬

lutions of these will be stated. These equilibrium equations are made use of in the initial
stages of our derivation, even though there will be no direct reference to them. The basic
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equations ofMHD are

d\ 1
p— + p (v • V) v = —Vp H (V X B) X B , (2.1)dt po

^ + V • (pv) = 0 , (2.2)

| + v.V)(iL)=0 . (23)
nD

— = V X (v X B) , (2.4)

where B is the magnetic field, v the particle velocity, p the density and p the pressure.

Considering now the equilibrium state of the system i.e. B = B0, etc., and that there is
no equilibrium fluid flow, and hence v0 = 0, then (2.1) to (2.4) give

r>2 \ D2
0 \ £>06 -V [P+T^ = -*r , (2.5)v 2p0J p0r

% = 0 , (2.6)dt

<%-%-■
w-° ■ <m

where we have used the definition

Bo = 0er + Bog(r)eg + Boz(r)ez . (2.9)

To start the main derivation, we define

B = B0 + Bb v = vb p = pQ + pu P = Po+Pu (2-10)

where Bb vb px and px all denote small perturbations to the equilibrium state. Using these
definitions plus equations (2.5) - (2.8) we may state the perturbed ideal MHD equations as

v 1 1
Po~kt + ^Pi (V X Bo) X Bt (V X Bi) X Bodt p0 p0

= -PI^T-PO(vi-V)V1 + -(VxB1)XB1 , (2.11)ot p0

+ V • (povO = -V • (plVl) , (2.12)
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ciR
-i-Vx(v1xB0) = Vx(v1xB1) , (2.13)ot

d fPi 7Po \ , ^,Pi
-Pi = -(vi • VWdt VPo Po+1 J Po

, , ^ 7Po ,7 dpipi 7 o Po d 2 /0 t/n+ (vi-v)^FrP1 + ^^r-^TT2^«^P1 ■ (2.14)
We start by introducing into the perturbed ideal MHD equations (2.11) - (2.14) a plasma

displacement vector £ in the same way as Freidberg(1987)[19], defined as

vi = || • (2-15)ot

The key to simplifying the problem is to decompose the fundamental perturbations £ and
Bi into a more useful system of co-ordinates. This co-ordinate system consists of a co¬

ordinate in the direction of the minor radius er, a co-ordinate in the direction parallel to B0,
h, and a final co-ordinate ev defined such as to complete the system. Hence we define

£ £r^r T + £||6 > B\rer T B^e^ T B^b , (2.16)

where

b = (B0geo + B0zez) /B0 , = (B0zeg — B0gez) /Bq , B0 = (Bq0 + Bqz) 2
(2.17)

A direct follow on from (2.16) and (2.17) is

<. _ £| \Bo,o + vBq,z c __ £||7?o,z - pBo,e iq\
S 0 j~y 5 S Z jD 5 (Z.lo)£>0 -#0

B\\BQfi + BvB0tZ B\\B0tz — BjjBqjB1,0 — , B1>2 = . (2.19)
Dn DO
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The first stage is to split (2.13) into its r, 6 and z components, giving

Bir = iF£r , (2.20)

(dikrjBo (£r-Bo$) <L(r ?k-B ^
3r [ lr dt 16 dt

(2.21)
ui / \ (—imr)B0 £r d . ^ . A d (^ d£z „ d^r
— (B\\BQz - B.Boe) + u ( - + -— (rBUr)) = ^ r— - BXz—

(2.22)

If we also split the momentum equation into its r, 6 and 2 components, we get

/ 2 2\ (- d ( BqBO \Po(u -F(' = Tr{P' +—)
BQB\\\ 2Bog ( BQZ n BQZB\\

> /
^

(rBig) , (2.23)

+ hTB*+ bp0r \ B0 B0
, B\z dBiz Big 1 d

Po dr p0 r dr

2 (Boz Boo \ ~im f B0B\\\ iF( \ Bo0Birw*IV + )+—\Pl+—)-7PB {B"B°'+ B"B°'] ~ ~pr
d2(o BirdBoo d£r d d£,o Blr d(rBu)

Pl dt2 po dr P° dt dr dt p0r dr

2 I B0o t B0z c \ , ., ( , B0B\^ iF ( D D \ B\r dB0z
<"> ~B^1+ ) V1 TtP)( " 11 0,)"

d2£z d£r d d£z Bir dBlz ^

~~Pl^B~P^d~r^~~^~d^ ' (2"25)
We can get equations for p and £y by solving (2.24) and (2.25) to get

2 ^ ( B0B\\^ if B0z (B0g 1 dB0g\J PoV = -~b~ Pi + + —Br, + -5- + 5— BirBo V ho J ho B0 \p0r Po dr J
Bpg 1 dB0z B0z d%

_ Bq^ d^d_d^g_ B^B^ ld_
Bq po dr lr B0 Pl dt2 B0 P° dt dr dt B0 po r dr 16

Boo d2^z Boo d£r d <9£2 B0g BXr dB^ sz , ut; ^st" v ^ ^z ■*-*uc *-jlr ~—1 z

Bo Pl dt2 Bo P° dt dr dt B0 po dr
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2 c _ iF i B°9w - 'WCb;
B06 1 dB,09

p0r p0 dr
B

B0z 1 0B<Oz
1 r

B0 Po dr
B 1 r

-pi
B>o dt2 B,

Boe dP,r d d^
Po

Boe B\r d . B0z d2i;
\rBig) - —pi

o dt dr dt B0 por dr
B0z dir d di

Po +

Bo rL dt2
Boz B\r dB\z

Bo 'u dt dr dt B0 po dr

Similarly we can find equations for Bv and B\\ by solving (2.21) and (2.22)

(2.27)

Bv = iFrj + ir
OzBoe dB{

Bo dr
rBpz d
Bo dr

Bpe
r

Boe 1 d

, B0z d
'

loBo dr
Bio

djr
dt

B 1r'
dU
dt

loBo r dr
B _ D d£rlr

dt lz dt
(2.28)

B\i r B° 9 ( t \ _l ^ ( dp° a. 2Bm

+ , Bqz 1 d
uiBq r dr

.Bps d (n diL_n d^
1ujB0 dr I 19 dt lr dt

T ' Blr dt 12 dt (2.29)

The filial equation needed befoie we can continue with the method comes fiom solving
(2.14) by substituting in (2.12) to get

dpo r (1 d iG iF \ i^p0 dd
Pi = o G ~TPo \-rr (rir) + —V + -^-^11 [PCirdr \r dr B0 B0 J Lop0rdtdr

PQl{l +I) dpo Pi7 dpo 7 <9(PoPo)
u dr Po dr po dr po dr

. (2.30)

In fact we find that none of the nonlinear terms in (2.30) are dominant compared to the
nonlinear terms in (2.26) to (2.29), and as a result we can instead use

dp0 . fid iG iF (2.31)

In equations (2.23) to (2.31) we have introduced magnetic fields F and G, defined as

m
F = kBoz Boo

r
G=--Boz-kBoo ,

r
(2.32)
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and we have introduced our Fourier analysis by considering all perturbed quantities to vary

as

Q\ = Qi(r) ex.p[i(kz — md — ut)] , k = n/R , (2.33)

where R is the major radius of the tokamak. We have used —m so as to stay analogous to
the paper by Lashmore-Davies, et. al. (1997)[32],

In introducing the Fourier transform we have started to use the poloidal and toroidal
wave numbers. The poloidal and toroidal wave numbers of the TAE are denoted as ma and
na respectively, whilst the linear low frequency sound fluctuation has wave numbers rrih

and nh. We can also introduce at this juncture the wave numbers of the two sidebands as

ma ± mh and na ± nh.

Before we are able to state the basic Hain-Liist equation that we will use, we must
introduce the fundamental frequencies and speeds that occur in this problem. We have

The Alfven frequency

Popo ~ R2 V "" r B0z
- 337 ca = k\\cA , (2-34)

where

1 / B0z mB00\ If rri/cm = — n— — ~ — n (2.35)11 R \ B0 r B0 J R\ q(r) 1

using B0 ~ B0z and

rBtOz

RB0g

In the above equation q is the safety factor.

The frequency of the density perturbation

(2.36)

•4 = ■ <«7)
a

The fast and slow magneto-acoustic sound wave frequencies.

These are derived from considering the roots of

D = uA - hi (c2a + c]) uj2 + klc]u2a , (2.38)
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where

2 n2 m2kl = — + —R2

Hence we have the fast magneto-acoustic wave frequency

1
^f = ^0(c\ + c2)

1

1+1
4cWa

kl (CA + c2SY
.21.2

= 2^0 (CA + CD ( 2
rv_/ Z~2 2
— K0CA ,

2ciK
r2 k2CA^0

+ .

(2.39)

(2.40)

(2.41)

(2.42)

and the slow magneto-acoustic sound wave frequency

1
— 2^O(cA + cs)
= \kl (CA + cl)
— 11 s

4C2sCU2a
0 (c\ + c2)2

'2cik\\
c\k2

(2.43)

(2.44)

(2.45)

Finally we have a frequency introduced simply for analytic convenience

c?
u] = -f-u,l . (2.46)

In equations (2.34) to (2.46) we have used the Alfven speed (c^) and the speed of sound
(cs). These quantities are defined as

4 = 4 = ™ . (2.47)
PoPo Po

We are now at the point where the improvements to the method used by Lashmore-
Davies, et. al. are introduced. The main difference is that as much as possible the approxi¬
mation uj2 ~ oj'l is not used. This is because u2 ~ uj'I is appropriate to the undriven system
with no TAE pump. The pump shifts the frequency (to negative values of oj2 in the cases of
interest). At this juncture we must consider the solution of equations (2.26) and (2.27) for
rj and £||. Whilst at a glance these equations appear to already be solutions for p and £||, it
must be noted that the right hand side contains variables that are also functions of p and £||.
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The first stage to this is to obtain from (2.26) and (2.27) simultaneous equations for 77 and
£|b

+MM + i^_wVo|,
„4 7P0-F2 2 A do BlB'o(-gj- - " "»

H2P20F2G d(r£r) jppFGL
_ iG_ /d{r£T)

d3 TP0F2 2 \ dr d2/7P0-P2 2 A r V Bo do) drrBt {-%--»?>) B°\sr ~u"°)
- 2'tD«L'"<»cr + ,y (2 48)

r/Jo

(7Pof2 2(~bT
72p2F2G2

V Mo Bl

1*11

7P„re [ at +
r̂ \B0 //p / dr rp0

\ do Bl
i-ypoF d(r£r)
rBn dr

+ L (2.49)

where

N =
iF f iB0z d
do

iG_
do

uBq dr
iBoo d
u)B0 dr

Boz <926
PiBr

B10

B

d(r „ dte
~m~Blr~m
dtr R dte~dt~Blr~dt

Boz dir d2Zo

10

dF B, ~Po dt dr dt
+

_ iBoe 1 d
luBq r dr
iB0z 1 d
loBo r dr

B0z Bir d

r B1.
dt p 9tr
dt lz dt

d£z

Bo pordr
Boo d£r d2£

R ~~*z _ R
lr
dt lz dt

/ r \ . Boo d2iz

B, -po
Boo B\r dB lz

dt dr dt Bo po dr
(2.50)

and

L
Boo d2t,o

-pi-
5,0 dt2

Boo d£r d2ie
-Po-

B0 dt dr dt
Boo Bir d , „ , B0z d2£z
~B r5~ \rB10) ~ -R-PI^TTBq po dr Bo dt1

Boz dZr d2i
~%P° +

Boz Bi r dB lz

dt dr dt Bo po dr
. (2.51)
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Solving (2.48) and (2.49) for p and gives

V = j2p2F2G2

+

B$ - wVo) Mo

-ypoFGL ' irv gr

klBl 7PoG2 ,
H ^ ^ PoBl

iypoG9-£ iGB^'

n2p2F2G drG
dr

d3 / TPoF2 2
\ H"bT '

2ikB0B0g£r
\

B2 (1PoF2/B2 - u2po) rBn
- N

rpo Por
(2.52)

and

*11 = FBlhl
_ Bgk%uj2po _ Gu2po _ Fu2p0 B$u/j%\

Gpo ^ypoFGpo F G "ypoFG J
•D 2 ^(r^r) .^D 5(r^r)

ByklL GL lB^ p0~dr~ B2u2p0L iGBo
dr

JPoFGpo F Gr IPoFG rpo

(jB3k2^^r^00 dr
Gp0r

j ikB0Bqq^t
Por

\
N

(2.53)

If we just consider the denominator from (2.52) and multiply it by a factor of
(■TPoF2/B2 - uj2p0) /pi we get

„ k21PoF2 B2k2uj2 1PoG2uo2 7PoF2co2 , 4J-f — n — — — — —ztt; r U1
pIpo PoPo BIpo BoVo

(2.54)

By using the fact that

G2 + F2 = k2Bl+ T^Bl+ + k2Bl„ =Joe ~ ^o-^o >

together with the definitions of ca and cs from (2.47), (2.54) then becomes

k2r2 F2
D = ui-k2{c2AFc2s)uj2F °°s

(2.55)

PoPo
(2.56)

which can be finally tidied up by using the definition of uja,

(k • B)2 F2
Un

PoPo PoPo
(2.57)
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to

D = u4 -k\ {c\ + c2) u2 + k20c2su:2a .

We can simplify (2.48) and (2.49) to get

(2.58)

V =
rpoB0D

G ( 7Po + — ) - *2) n,+ 2 (J - u#(rE
Po Po

and

$1 =
~HPqF
rp0B0D

+

(<■

Po (w2 - uf) D

2\ / c V I 2kGBogU y^r) +— 6

c\F2G2L
B\\

(2.59)

c]FG
Bl (^2 - u2g) p0D

PoPo

(cj2 -uj2)N - ( k\(?A Bl
— a;2lL (2.60)

The next stage of the calculation is to consider the radial component of the momentum

equation (2.11);

Po (uj2 - uj2a) £r = ^ ^ Po

2B,00 Bqz rP>77 +
Po?" V Bo '

Bu dBlz
+

Bo
sie i a

+

Po <9r po r dr {rBig) . (2.61)

At this point, we introduce a physically reasonable assumption that will make the an¬

alytic form much simpler. The assumption is simply that £ is considered to be varying
faster in the radial direction than any of the equilibrium quantities. This reflects the fact
that we are looking at an instability driven by a TAE which is localised near a particular
flux surface. We are now able to consider all other quantities as constant when considering
derivatives. In equation (2.61) this allows us to say

BXzdBu Big Id i d ,2 , D2 1 dBf+ — (rBie) = —— \BlfZ + Blfi) =
Po dr po r dr 2p0 dr 2p0 dr

(2.62)
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Inspection of (2.61) quickly reveals that we must evaluate

Pi +
B0Bn
do

p0 (c2 + c2) (a2 - a;2) (a;2 - a;2) Kr)'

+ 2 3L
p0r2

(uj2 - uj) (a2 - uj2)
(2kBo0G\ (c2 + c\) (uj2 - u2h)
V Por2 J (a2 - uj) (a2 - co2)

(4r)

icc

50 (a;2 — a2) (a2 ^s2)

+F

+
Bo
Po

(c2sFG)N
Bl
iG

c2G2
+ Ur -

B2 - k0CA 1 L

po (a2 - aJ) (a2 - uj2) 4g-uj2
.

AT (c2FG)L\ (2.63)

and

2IF
PorB0 (BzBrj + BgB\\) — —2

Bg (kGBo\ (eg + c2a) (a2-a2)

+
4k2BgC2A
Por° ) (uj -ujf

Por2 V Tor2 J (a2 - uj) (a2 - a2)
Kr)'

a2 — a?) (a2 — a2)
2Fe
PorBq

ikB2 ((to2 - to2) N - (c2FG) L/B2)
Po (uj2 - a2) (a2 - a2)

+ BgM , (2.64)

where M is the nonlinear term in (2.29).

Finally, substituting (2.63) and (2.64) into (2.61) and considering which of the nonlinear
terms dominate, we obtain

Tr (4<r«
Po dr ^

C (4r) =

(c2sFG/Bq)2 L — (a2 — a2)2 N B\e 1 d
Po (to2 - to2) (to2 - to2) (a2 - to2) J p0 r dr

where A and C are the quantities given by Hain and Liist(1958)[6] as

'Po (c2s + c\) \ (a2 - a2) (a2 - u2h)

(rBie) (2.65)

A
(uj2 - uj2) (a2 - a2)

(2.66)
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and

C — / 2 2\ , (^k2c\Ble\ (cu UJg)
r a' \ Pqr3 J (cc2 — a;?) (cc2 — cu2)

o? B2, /2khB0gG\ (c2 + 4) (u2 - wjj) (2.67)
/AT2 \ /4T2 7 (w2 - w2) (^2 - w2)

2.2 A More Detailed Examination of the Nonlinear Terms

If in (2.60) we just consider the terms involving £(., and now look specifically at the low
frequency sound fluctuation1, we get

„
= ypAij„d

11 (w2 - wj,) dr

In analytically determining the form of terms concerning the low frequency sound fluctua¬
tion, we select the terms that are dominant in the uncoupled low frequency sound fluctua¬
tion, i.e. we take u = u>h. If we now couple equation (2.68) with the fact that

ft , (2.69)
jOO

then we get

„» = W (2 70)
BX„~) ' >

If we now turn our attention to (2.59) and make the same approximation as for (2.60),
together with the usual tokomak ordering of c2 <C c\ and the approximation col ~ w2,
which may be used in any context except — w2, then we get

Ga <9Ca
ha = -1 7 VTT~ • G-Gl)

Bo (% - dr
This can be used in conjunction with

a = 'jrio+ ^ . (2.72)t>o T>o T>o
'Notation: When a quantity has an h as its second subscript it is to be evaluated in terms of and iih,

the poloidal and toroidal wavenumbers of the low frequency sound fluctuation. Similarly a + or — represent
the sidebands, and a represents the Alfven Wave
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since B0z > B00, to get

Q ~— i ~——-ilS-, (2.73)
Bl - kl Or

The final piece of information we need to consider before we can form the sideband equa¬

tions concerns the safety factor q and the surface on which the TAE is centered. By consid¬
ering the effect of the coupling of the m and m + 1 harmonics we get

ma ( ma + 1 ^ , rna 4- \
na - -pr = - [na - => q= — ^ . (2.74)q(r) V W) J na

For a known safety factor profile we can use this to determine ra, the point at which the
TAE is centered.

The final stage in considering the sidebands is to consider which terms are dominant
in (2.65). This is achieved by remembering that the sidebands are driven by a sound wave

fluctuation beating with a shear Alfven wave. Hence the most important terms will involve
the density perturbation pi, and the dominant displacement of the shear Alfven wave £g. If
we assume that only those terms that involve both of these are dominant then we get

Bo, d2(„ 32?„
N=-^P>W • i = ' <2'75)

but since B0z Bqq we may take
L = 0 . (2.76)

By substituting (2.75) and (2.76) in (2.65) and again using the assumption that the
dominant terms involve px and we get

■ (2-77)

where
G± (wo — w±) Buzpl{ul

P± = -i K 9 ±J 1 r° , (2.78)
doPoD±

where all the quantities with an additional ± subscript denote those quantities where the
mappings uj —> uj±, ua —>■ ua±, etc. In introducing fi± we have used the fact that most
physical quantities are varying slowly when compared to the TAE and can thus be consid¬
ered constant in the context of the derivative with respect to r. We have also absorbed the
d2
—- in the definition of p±. Note though, that in absorbing this term, since we are dealing
otl
with the time derivative of the TAE which as already stated is very localized, we assume

that ua is constant and evaluate this at ra, which we call uoTa, and which has wave numbers
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denoted with subscript ra.
We can introduce into (2.78) the assumptions that

CU-t- — ^ra ^g ^ra ^ra t (2.79)

and if we substitute in (2.70) and (2.73) we get

p± = 'A (2 80)
PoPo« - u}±) B2k2h (u2 - u2sh) (k2a - k2aj

We may now write the sideband equations as

<>■ (rf2?;
w > <281>dr \ dr J dr arz

Tr{A-f)-C^ = e-(fY"'l£ ■ (Z82)
where

A*± = rA± , C*± = rC± , (2.83)

/J± = T I G±Blk'hlPoc2AklrG„ ^ <284)
2
PoPo« - u}±) B',k'ih (w2 - wfj (/.f„ - *4)

/ a \ C°nj (lfa
and —- is the complex conjugate of—Note that the =F derives from the fact that

\dr J dr
the lower sideband is in terms of a conjugate, and the | comes from the fact we need to
explicitly take the real part of the two complex numbers multiplied.

We are now left with the task of forming an equation for the low frequency density
perturbation. Firstly we can find by an analogous method to pa as

.G±c\u2±d^
^ = T~ ' (2-85)±3qD± dv

and then from (2.28)

If we now use the approximations

BY = iF±rj± . (2.86)

ni BOz ^ oh\Bw - ~e~B* ~ —rf (2.87)
no n.o
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we get

BQZF±G±caU± df;tr
BIDo^± dr

(2.88)

and

^ B0zG±c2Au2± d£±
^ Z B2D± dr

(2.89)

We may now form the desired equation by considering the dominant terms in (2.65), as

dr
A\ de1 dr

* chChi
■ B0 d
^

2/io dr
Ch (u2gh - u2) B[02

PoB>h

X, a l(aYm 9 ae.+ , (mor obX|_A>S(C) Yr~dT + Po dr

Bn

_ 9 cad K
~Po "474

R° <9R~
lr

+

r <9r dt po dr

(.Baie)con) 3B+ B% dB;
+

'ie u 10

2/io dr 2p0 dr
(2.90)

where we may make the approximation

1 drB dB

r dr dr
(2.91)

and if we exclude third order derivatives and higher, then (2.90) becomes

d_
dr

A'^P\ IiPEPGd.h dr ) h r [2 /iQPgDa \ D+ dr2 D_ dr2
1 B2zGh (co2gh - co2)
2PIPW^-uo2,)

p0lOraLO+ —
FaF+\ co2+G+d2C
Po D, dr2

P0LOraCO_ +
FaF\ co2_G. d2Cr
Po D_ dr2

<K
dr

(2.92)

We can write (2.92) as

dr dr
d& d£r\ dtf

Ph+~1 b Ph— 1 ~T~
dr dr J dr

(2.93)

d26=t
where /3/l± are the coefficients of ^ .dr1
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2.2.1 Summary

Before we continue, we will at this juncture summarize the basic system of equations we

have created. This system of equations is

d

dr
A*dCrAh dr

_ n* ci ^ j _

\ 2 py0Da
1 BlGh (u% - g;2)
2 TlpWfh (w2 - aJ2sh)

lB2zFaGaco2a fF+G+co2+ d2£+ , F_G_u2_d%
D+

PQU>raUJ-\. —

dr2

FgF+
Po

+

UJ'

D_

G+ d%
dr2

Da. dr2

p0UJraUJ- +
FaF_\ u2_G_ d2£;
Po D_ dr2 dr-r1 , (2.94)

4-u*
dr

dc
+ dr

_r r+ - r d& d+G dr dr2
(2.95)

and

where

d_(Adr V dr

dfa \ coni ^2^
-^ = "-lf) TP-

= PoCA
2 UJ2h (co2 - CO2)

Aj PoCA
K. tu■y
« tu/± ) '

(2.96)

(2.97)

(2.98)

C* = -p0 (w2 - cu.9 + (
f Ak2c2ABle

Porz

A+
dr

cor cu; ;)
(a;2 - wj) (w2 - a;2)

2khBoeG\ (c2 + c2A) (co2 - u2h) (2.99)
Mo?" V 74)?" / (w2 - tu^) (w2 - a;2)

(for CI and C± map the frequencies to their corresponding versions for each wave), and

P+
1

T~.
G±Blkl]hlp0c2Ak2rGa

PoPo« - U2f±) B2k2h (a;2 - u2h) (&2a - k2a)
(2.100)
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2.3 The Dispersion Relation

The question that now arises is, how do we form a dispersion relation? The answer to this
question is found by first writing (2.94) to (2.96) as a single equation involving matrices;

d_
dr

A3x3
d_i
dr

= C3x3^ (2.101)

where

(c+ ^ ( P+% 0 ^ ( C+ 0 0 \

t = > ^3x3 = R
dr Al fdh-f , c3x3 = 0 CI 0

Ur" ) \ o P-f A- > V o 0 CI J
(2.102)

Examining (2.57) it can be seen that it is analogous to the Hain-Lust problem considered
in Chapter 1. Recall that the Hain-Lust equation has a continuous spectrum containing all
values of co which make the coefficient of the highest derivative zero in the range of interest.
This analogy reveals that since the set of equations are singular when H3x3 is singular,
then the values of u which cause this singularity (within the valid range) constitute the
continuous spectrum. Hence we create our dispersion relation, which provides us with the
necessary continuous spectra, by solving

Expanding (2.103) yields

det |H3x3| = 0

At -(| P = o ,

V A* A*_

(2.103)

(2.104)

where

This may be re-written as

P =

dr

UJ - cot
K.\(u2, —u2)

— UJsh UJ UJ
-P = 0 ,

sh

(2.105)

(2.106)
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where

Ki =
1 Gachkik
2 (% - ki

G%
(< - "/+) (< - ^a+) (< - "1+)

G2_

« - ujj_) (a;ro2 - w2_) (u;r2a - tu2_)
(2.107)

and

«2
1

2 BlDaklh (kl - A)g
^

« - "/+) « - uj2a+) (o;2a - a;2+)
F_G2

« - u;2_) (u;2a - tu2_) (oj2a - a;2_)
. (2.108)

In forming equations (2.107) and (2.108) we have used the approximations stated in (2.79)
and also

Bl^Bl , c2»c2 , tua\»u,2 , u2fh > w2 (2.109)

With some further manipulation we can re-write (2.107) and (2.108) entirely in terms of
wave numbers, as

«i
1 k^hkvakrihk^raCs cA
2 7.2 7 7,2

_ 7.2
K0h a

klra ~ Vll+) ki+
7,2

_ 7,2 A f 7,2 _ 7,2 A Cp r2 h.2 „2A
°+ I\ra) VHI+ ||r0J \K\\raCA K\\+Cs)

(k\\ra + k\\ak\\~) K-
7,2

_ h.2 A f h.2 _ 7.2 AC 7.2 „2 _ 7.2 „2A
IkoJ VHI- K\\ra) \K\\raCA K\\-Cs)

(2.110)

and

«2 =
2 A* fc0a

*11+4^+
h.2

__ h.2 \ (h.2 _ h.2 \ (h.2 r2 _ h.2 „2A*\|r« K0+) y ||r„ K\\+J \K|kaCA K\\+CsJ

k\\-CAky-
7.2

_ 7,2 A (h.2 _ h.2 A (h.2 r2 _ h.2 „2AK\\r« K0-J ||ra *11-J ^||raCa K\\-CsJ
. (2.111)
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In (2.110) and (2.111) we have introduced a wave number kv by

Gh ^r/hBo , Ga — ^riaBo , G± — kv±Bo (2.112)

Solving (2.106) we get the dispersion relation

UJ = — Ush + Uh + (K2 + «l) P ± ~~ 2w/^s/t + 2 («2 - «l) ^

+ (k2 ~ M)2 P2 + (2.113)

The problem we now face is that this gives us two possible values for uj2. This can be re¬

solved by considering the special case P = 0 where we essentially remove all the nonlinear
terms and are just left with the Hain-Lust equation. The two roots of (2.113) now become

W
2

uj2 =

ulh + ^1 + \Jw*h ~ 2Ush^l + ^h

\Juth -HVfc + wJ

= ujsh i

2 , 2
usA + uh = UJh

(2.114)

(2.115)

Since we are not interested in the case uj2 = u2h we can safely ignore the first of these
roots. The dispersion relation can also be simplified by introducing the following

UJ,sum ^sh
A i A

Ush + wdiff — ush uh ' (2.116)

which give the final dispersion relation as

co = <4im + PP2 - «i) - - 2PK1Ujl
— 2PK2UJ%ff + P2(K2 — Ki)2 + 4PK\UJgh) 2 . (2.117)

2.4 The Modulational Stability of the System
A couple of questions now arise. The first of these is, given that modulational instability
occurs when uj2 is downshifted sufficiently to become negative, what wave numbers cause

this effect to occur. More importantly this can be refined to asking what wave numbers
are required so as to minimize the amplitude of the TAE whilst still causing modulational
instability. The second question is what is the value of this minimum amplitude that results
in the limiting case uj2 = 0.
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These can be answered by making the following approximation in (2.106)

kL
w2 - ^Sh k\\h

(2.118)

so that

u = C0h +KappioxP , (2.119)

where
k2

^approx = ~75TKl + ■ (2.120)
HI h

The desired wave numbers are now merely those that generate the maximum negative value
of ^approx- Due to the somewhat complicated nature of Kapprox these numbers are best
acquired by a numerical approach. Numerical results are presented in Chapter 4.

To establish the minimum amplitude |£"|, we use

|P| = t , (2.121)
max ( ^approx)

and

v/p= |£|-A5r2 (2.122)
or

where (£®) is a normalized TAE profile.

2.5 Summary of Improvements
To conclude the chapter, we will summarize the major improvements that have been made
in the calculation when compared to the calculation performed by Lashmore-Davies, et.
al.(1997)[32]. We will also mention an error that was in the original dispersion-relation by
Lashmore-Davies, et. al. which is important if their original assumptions are used. This
dispersion relation does not appear previously in this chapter since it has been superseded
by (2.117).

The changes made to the original, mostly come from the removal, whenever possible,
of the approximation uj2 ~ co2h. This is the most significant change from the paper by
Lashmore-Davies, et. al.. This typically manifests itself in the equations as co2 — u2sh instead
of the original which was uj\—uj2sh. The effect of this has been to alter the dispersion relation
from being a linear equation for u2 to a quadratic equation for u>2.

There are two main errors in the paper by Lashmore-Davies, et. al. that are worth not¬

ing. The first of these is, as mentioned above, in their dispersion relation. In converting
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their dispersion relation from being in terms of frequencies to that of wave numbers, a mi¬
nus sign has been used wrongly. This has the effect of making the terms in their dispersion
relation, to a certain extent, cancel each other out instead of adding to each other. The other
mistake is in forming the nonlinear Hain-Lust equation. In this the coefficients ofN and L
are incorrect (although dimensionally they are correct), see (2.65) for the correct equation.

To finish of the remarks on the paper by Lashmore-Davies et. al. it is worth just pointing
a typing error in the definition of C where they have omitted a denominator, see (2.67) for
the correct version.
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Chapter 3

The Numerical Method

In the previous chapter we formulated a system of ordinary differential equations for the
singular eigenfunctions 0, £+ and £~. The obvious question now is how to solve this
system for these eigenfunctions. In this chapter we will answer this question by introducing
a numerical method to find these eigenfunctions and then show a few test cases to prove

the validity of the method. An important point to note is we have already given a value to
uj2 using the dispersion relation with the result that this chapter has no requirements on the
dispersion relation for the numerical method to work. More details of this can be found in
Chapter 4.

3.1 The Analytic Formulation of the Numerical Method

We start by stating the problem as

(A(x)dY}X^ = C{x)Y{x) , (3.1)dx \ dx

where X\ < x < x2 and A is such that A_1(x) is singular at x = x0. A and C are n x n

matrices and Y is a n-dimensional vector. The boundary conditions can be written as

= M dyW
dx rW = v dY^dx

(3.2)
X—X2

where M and N are n x n matrices.

Immediately there are a couple of points that should be noted. The first is that to
simplify the explanation in this section alone, we re-define x such that x0 = 0. The second
is that obviously (3.2) are homogeneous, but if we consider the special case M = 0 (or
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N = 0) then we have what could be called the zero boundary case. To make it clear
which case we are considering, since both cases are treated differently, we introduce the
following terminology. If M(xi) = 0 then the problem is left handed zero, otherwise it
is left handed homogeneous, and for N(x2) = 0 the problem is right handed zero or right
handed homogeneous in a similar way.

The first impression is that equations (3.2) provide enough information to completely
solve (3.1). We initially assume this to be true, and attempt to solve the problem as follows.

The first stage is to rewrite (3.1) as

^ dy(z) _ I" Q^Y(s)ds + Ki , (3.3)dx JX1

where kx is an arbitrary n x n matrix. Equation (3.3) in turn can be re-written as

Y(x) = J C(s)Y(s)ds + dt + k2 , (3-4)
where k2 is an arbitrary n x n matrix. If we first consider the right hand homogeneous
boundary condition and solve (3.3) for kx using this condition we get, simplifying the
notation by defining ' =

fX2
Kl = A(x2)Y'(x2) - / C(s)F(s)ds . (3.5)J Xl

If we now evaluate (3.4) at x = x\ then we obtain

k2 = Y(Xl) . (3.6)

If we substitute (3.5) and (3.6) into (3.4) and evaluate at x = x2, we get

Y(x2) = Y(X2) + Y(X1) (3.7)

which clearly requires
Y{xx) = 0 ^ Y\xx) = 0 , (3.8)

where we have used the boundary condition (3.2). Clearly this is not the case in general.
If the equation has no singularity, the only solution will be the trivial one (Y = 0) except
for possibly isolated eigenvalues of the right frequency. We concentrate on the case where
the problem is singular and where singular solutions can be constructed over a continuous
range of frequencies, as in the standard Hain-Lust equation. This means that this method
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will work for any problem that may be written in the form of (3.1) and (3.2) where the
matrix A is singular at a point within the relevant range of x.

The first step in our method is to introduce

Y(x) = aU(x) , (3.9)

where a is a constant n-dimensional vector and U is a n x n matrix. The main reason for

introducing equation (3.9) is that the solution to (3.1) consists of a linear combination of
n linearly independent solutions. The o in (3.9) represents this linear combination, whilst
the U contains in each column the different linearly independent solutions. The result of
this is that we are able to establish all the linearly independent solutions at the same time.
If we introduce this change of variable into (3.1) and take the first step in the solution, we
may this time write it as

A(x)U'(x) = f C(s)U(s)ds + K\ + A(x)k3S(x) , (3.10)
J xi

k3 = v * uT , (3.11)

where v is the null-vector of >1(0), uT is its null vector transposed, and 5 is the Dirac 5-
function. This is true because A is singular at x = 0 whilst 5 is 0 everywhere except x = 0.1
Completing the solution gives us

U(x) = J A-1(f) C(s)U(s)ds + dt + + k?,H{x) , (3.14)
where H is the Heaviside function. Now using our boundary conditions (3.2), which have
become

U(x1) = MU'(x1) , U(x2) = NU'(x2) , (3.15)

'The introduction of the null-vector can be explained by recalling that the definition of an eigenvector is
the solution of

A[fi)v = \u (3.12)
where A is the eigenvalue. For the case of the eigenvectors being the null-vectors then A = 0 and hence

.4(0)i/= 0 . (3.13)
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together with (3.10) and (3.14), we are able to state

Ki = A(xi)U'(xi) , K2 = MU'fa) . (3.16)

Substituting equation (3.16) into (3.14) suggests that our extra degree of freedom that was
introduced in the form of k3 can be removed by scaling out U'(x\). If we let

k3 = k*3U'(xi) , U(x) = U*(x)U'(xi) (3.17)

we may re-state (3.14) as

U*(x) = jf A-^t) ^ C(s)U*(s)ds + A{xl)Sjdt + M + k\H{x) . (3.18)
We may finally find k,*3 from (3.18) and (3.10) with (3.17) as

fX 2
k*3 = N(A~1(x2) C(s)U*(s)ds + M

' X\

cx2 / rt

A'1^) (^Jx C(s)U*(s)ds + A(xi)Sjdt + M>j . (3.19)
Whilst analytically this looks fine, in practice numerical problems occur because evalu¬

ating k*3 depends on knowing U* (equation (3.19)), and evaluating U* depends on knowing
k3 (equation (3.18)). A better way of dealing with this is by not considering U*, but instead
splitting U into two parts so that does not enter into the problem until after the two parts
have been found. There are various different ways of splitting U. One scheme is to split
into a regular and singular component, i.e.

U = Ur + k3Us , (3.20)

»x / rt
1-1/Ur= A (t) I / C{s)Ur(s)ds ) dt + M (3.21)

J Xl \j Xl
r*x / rt

1-1/

where

US = J A~\t) (J C(s)Us(s)ds + A(Xl)jdt . (3.22)
Using this scheme k3 is found using the right hand homogeneous boundary condition. A
disadvantage of this scheme is that Us crosses the singularity, which has to be dealt with
very carefully to avoid numerical errors creeping into the solution.

In practice, a more numerically robust scheme is to split U into a left hand and a right
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hand solution, i.e.

{Ui x\ < x < 0 (3.23)
Ur 0 < X < X2

which has the advantage of never having to actually cross the singularity, although consid¬
eration must still be given to any numerical errors appearing as we approach the singularity.

Firstly we look at Ui. This is found by a method which is directly analogous with the
method shown between equations (3.10) and (3.18). The important point is that H(x) — 0
for x < 0 with the result that k3 does not appear in Ui. Hence

Ut(x) = jT A-\t) QT C(s)Ui(s)ds + A(xi)U'(x1fj dt + MU'fa) . (3.24)
It is worth remembering, at this juncture, that any non-trivial linear combination of a lin¬
early independent set of solutions is another linearly independent set of solutions. The
result of this is that we do not lose any generality in the solution by choosing a specific
value of o in (3.9). This fact allows us to fix onto a specific linearly independent set of
solutions. As a consequence the value of o is chosen to be such that

U\xx) = I => o = Y'(:n) (3.25)

where I is the n x n identity matrix. As a result the equation we are left to solve is

Ui(x) = J A_1(f) C(s)Ui(s)ds + A(xi)Sj dt + M . (3.26)
We now turn our attention to Ur. The first step is to go right back to (3.1) and introduce

the change of variable

x = -X, Xl = -X,, x2 = -X2, A(x)=A*(X) , (3.27)

C(x) = C*{X) and Ur(x) = U*r{X) , (3.28)

before following an almost identical procedure as previously to get

U*(X) = [ A* ~1(t) f [ C*(s)U*(s)ds + A*(X2)k\ dt + NK ,Jx2 \Jx2 J
(3.29)

where

I< = Ur*'(X2) . (3.30)
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This has made use (in a similar way to with U{) of the fact that H(X) = 0 for X < 0, thus
again avoiding the need to deal with k3. It is an important point to note that at this stage we

cannot set K = I, but instead we can scale it out by using

U*r{X)=ur(X)K , (3.31)

to get

ur{X)= [ A*-l{t)(( C*(s)ur(s)ds + A*(X2)j dt + N , (3.32)JX2 \Jx2 /

which is analogous with (3.26). Equations (3.26) and (3.28) can be solved by making an

initial guess as to the solution and inserting this into the right hand side of each equation
to produce a new solution, which can then also be inserted into the right hand side of each
equation. This iterative scheme is repeated until the solutions converge. This convergence

is measured by

/X2 9(£//(*)-£//-'M) ds
e = -75 . (3.33)

(U}(s) +Utl(S)) ds
X\

Urwhere Uj~ and U\ are successive iterative solutions for Ui. A similar equation for
exists. Experience has shown that the initial guess does not have to be very accurate at all,
and does not even need to obey the boundary conditions. In fact, unless the initial guess is
extremely good, an improvement in the initial guess does not result in a large improvement
in the number of iterations needed. As a result of this it is perfectly valid to define

U?(x) = 1 , u°r(X) = 1 . (3.34)

Notice that k3 does not appear at all in the problem any more, but we are now left with
finding K. An examination of (3.3) quickly reveals that A(x)Y'(x) is in fact continuous
across x = 0. A simple follow through of this reveals that

A(x)l/;(x)|„0_= A'(X+ , (3.35)

which may be solved for K. We can now fully justify the introduction of o and U in (3.9)
since establishing K in (3.35) is greatly simplified by the use of a simple matrix operation.

So far we have only been considering when A has only one singularity. The extension
of the method to consider multiple singularities is a relatively simple matter. If we now

introduce into the problem a set ofm singularities {r0, 7*1,, rm_i} we must adapt (3.10)
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to become

A(x)U'(x)= / C(s)U(s)ds + ki +^ K3+iA(ri)5(x - u) , (3.36)

^3+i (3.37)

where the u.L are the null vectors respectively associated with the A(r,) matrices and the
uj are the transposed null vectors. The problem now is that we have more unknowns than
we can evaluate. This problem has come about because it is the total jump across all the
singularities that matters, and not the jump at any one singularity (when there is more than
one singularity). The solution is therefore no longer unique since the boundary conditions
at the ends can be satisfied by having different combinations of jumps across the individual
singularities. There are a finite number of linearly independent solutions and any solution
can be constructed from these. Before explaining how these linearly independent solutions
are generated, it is helpful to introduce a naming system to better describe the problem.
This naming system is explained by the below diagram.

Left End Region Region 1 Region m-1 Right End Region

If in each of the middle regions we consider a point half way between the two bound¬
ing singularities which we call midm. At each of these points we can make an arbitrary
choice of height and gradient. In fact we need to make two arbitrary linearly independent
choices so as to maintain the generality of the solution. If we split the problem now into
considering just x0 < x < mid0, followed by midQ < x < mid\ and so on, then these
choices have effectively become new boundary conditions. A sensible choice for these new

boundary conditions is for one to be homogeneous and the other zero. Each solution can

now be found by considering each of these zones on their own and then amalgamating their
solutions. It is worth just noting that the solution in the Left End Region will be the same

in all solutions, whilst the solution in the Right End Region will be a linear combination of
a fixed set of solutions. The final stage in calculating the set of solutions is to orthogonalize
the solutions. This is done with respect to the following norm

Middle Regions

(3.38)
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and using the Gram-Schmidt Method, where consideration has been taken of truncation
errors occuring.

We now present a series of tests, aimed at establishing that the numerical method does
in fact work. Each test is accompanied by an extra figure aimed at giving a visual inter¬
pretation of how certain stages of the method work. These figures could be produced for
each test, but instead we just show them where they are easiest to understand and display.
Also in all the tests we use the zero boundary conditions since these correspond better to
any physical situations within which the numerical method is used. In the titles assigned to
these tests lxl and 3x3 refer to the dimensions of the matrices A and C.

3.2 "1 x 1" One Singularity Test

The aim with this simple test case was to test that the numerical method was sound before
having to consider using (3.9) . The problem we then consider is:

A = x, C — 1, F(—1) = 0, y'(-l) = l, F(1) = 0, (3.39)

or

y("i)=o' n-i)=i' K<i)=o- (3-40)

which has the analytic solution

f y0(2)Jo(2y^) - Jo(2)F0(2jgi)
Y(X) - J n(2)Ji(2) - Tj(2) J0(2) " * (3 41)W ~ 2 J0(2) K0(2)I0(2y/x) - K0(2yfi)I0(2) '

, n/0(2) Yq(2)J\(2) — Fi(2)Jo(2) * "
where Y0, J0, K0 and I0 are the zero-order Bessel functions and Yj and J\ are first order
Bessel functions.

To demonstrate how fast this method converges, we refine the definition of e in (3.33)
to

e = + er , (3.42)

where q is e evaluated only on the left hand side of the singularity, and similarly for er

on the right hand side. The following tables show for each iterate, the value of e; or er as

appropriate, and the values of the calculated solution at the point nearest to the singularity.
These values are not calculated with respect to the initial guess at the solution, because
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this initial guess does not take into account the fact that the solution is zero at both ends.
Due to the singular nature of the problem, the numerical accuracy is at its worst nearest the
singularity. Note that it is only because of the simplicity of this test case that there are the
same number of iterates on both sides of the singularity.

Left Hand Iterates i Right Hand Iterates j

i <7 U}(-0.0005)
0 1.0000

1 0.9995

2 0.1118 4.5517

3 6.2910 x 10-3 2.7924

4 9.8936 x 10-5 3.0657

5 4.0169 x 10"7 3.0448

6 6.4735 x 10~10 3.0458

7 4.9028 x 10-13 3.0457

Actual solution at

x = -0.0005 3.0450

3 6r u{ (0.0005)
0 1.0000

1 14.2093

2 2.9081 x 10"3 15.7702

3 7.6840 x 10-4 14.7262

4 1.7118 x 10~5 14.5046

5 8.4385 x 10-8 14.4860

6 1.5116 x 10~10 14.4851

7 1.2367 x 10"13 14.4850

Actual solution at

x = 0.0005 14.4770

The different scale between the left and right hand iterates is accounted for when we

calculate K using equation (3.35), giving

K = 0.1016 , (3.43)

whilst it is possible to analytically show that in fact, the actual value of K is

2 J0(2) A'q(2)J1(2) + K\(2)I0(2)
n/„(2) r0(2)Ji(2)-r1(2)j0(2) ' (' ,

We show in Figure 3.1 the numerically calculated solution to (3.39) and the successive
iterates of Ul on the left hand side of the singularity.
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Figure 3.1: Top: The Solution to (3.39)
Bottom: The Successive left hand iterates Ul used in solving (3.39)
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3.3 "3 x 3" One Singularity Test

The following test is aimed at showing that the step-up from a one variable problem to a
three variable problem does not create any problems.

A =

x 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

c

0 1 0

0 0 0

0 1 1

(3.45)

subject to zero boundary conditions at x = —1 and x = 1. We also have Y'{—1) = 1.
Equation (3.45) has the analytic solution

r / 1 2 3 1, , , \' x + ^x + 4 - 2 los(—x)

Y(x) V

1 + x

L+x

3 1

-1 - x + e1+x - e~l~x
/ 1 2 3 1, . . \' ~x + -x + -- - log(x) x

— 1 + x

y 1 — x + e
l+X gl—X /

— 1 < X < 0

(3.46)

0 < x < 1

To demonstrate how the numerical method works, if instead of solving (3.45) for the vector
Y, we solve it for the vector U, then U is calculated to be

f / log(-x) x2 3-log(—x) 6V2 +J+Z+4

U =
\
(

I V

o

o

log(z)
0

0

x + 1
gi+i e_x_1

^—" — x — 1
2 29

log(x) x 3
2 T + X~ 4

0

0

e-i-x e1+x

\

+

—x + 1

gl X g \~\~X
- (1 -x)

0

0

el-x e-l+x

2 /
\

2 /

x < 0

. (3.47)

x > 0
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Substituting (3.47) and (3.45) into (3.35) gives

(

0

0

1

2
1

0

0

\

\(e~e X) - 1 \(e - e *)

( -1

0

0

1

~2
-1

;(e — e ) + l

0

0

-^(e-e-1)
K

(3.48)
from which we can easily state

/ 1 0 0 \
K = 0 -1 0

\ 0 0 -1 /

(3.49)

To finally prove the method, if we define

t/i =
U x < 0

U x K x > 0
(3.50)

and remember that from equation (3.25)

a = (l 1 1) , (3.51)

then it is easy to see that if you add up the entries on each row of Ui then you get Y.
We now show the numerically calculated Y(x) (Figure 3.2) and the numerically calcu¬

lated U(x) (Figure 3.3). These solutions can easily be shown to correspond accurately to
the analytic solution given in (3.46).
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y[ 1 ]

Y[2]

Figure 3.2: The Numerical Solution to (3.45)
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Figure 3.3: The Numerically calculated U that corresponds to (3.45). Solutions in blank
boxes are identically zero.
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3.4 "3 x 3" Two Singularity Test

To test that the numerical method works with multiple singularities, the following test was
constructed.

A
x(x — 2) 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

C =

0 1 0

0 0 0

0 1 1

(3.52)

subject to zero boundary conditions at x — —1 and x = 3, together with Y'{—1) = 1.
To test the accuracy of the code underneath the numerical method, the analytic solutions

for corresponding boundary conditions and midm were calculated to be, for the:

1. homogeneous case where F(l) = —Y'( 1) (note that this condition is sufficient
to create a linearly independent solution so long as the other solution has the zero

boundary condition),

/ 15

V

log
2 — x 1 7 \

2^ +x) - 4 M-z)
1 + X

— 1 — x + e1+x — e 1 x
7

— l<x<0

Y(x) =

f ~ log(2 - x) + i(3 + x) - b log(x)

V X

x — 2

o—X+1 0 — 1—X

0 < x < 2

/
/ 3, , ^ 1, o, 11, (3

4 log(^ - 2) + g (x ~ 3) + -J lo§ ( ~

V

x — 3

3 — x + e~5+x -x+l

2 < x < 3

(3.53)
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2. Zero Boundary Condition case where Y( 1) = 0,

1 + x
— 1 < x < 0

— 1 — x + e1+x — e 1 x
— x\ 1, v \

/

Yu(x) x — 1 0 < x < 2

1 — x + e1 1 — e 1+1 j
3\ \

—3 + x
2 < x < 3

V 3 — £ + e
— 3+a; g3—x /

(3.54)

The following figures show the numerically calculated solutions after orthogonalization
(Figure 3.4), and the error between these calculated solutions and the actual solutions (3.53)
and (3.54) (Figures 3.5 and 3.6 respectively).

A couple of points need to be made about Figures 3.5 and 3.6. The first is that the
singular appearing behaviour of the error for Ya( 1) and Yu(2) is because the actual values
of Yu( 1) and Ylt(2) are zero at these points, and as a result any small errors will appear to
be proportionally quite large. The second point to note is that the stepping that occurs is
due to the matching of solutions across the singularity in (3.35).
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Figure 3.5: The normalized errors for Yi(x)
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Figure 3.6: The normalized errors for Yn(x)
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The previous three test cases have shown that the numerical method we proposed works.
All three test cases were constructed in such a way as to ensure an analytic solution was

known to the problem. The numerically predicted answer was then compared to the analytic
answer. The result of these comparisons was that the numerical answer was more than
sufficiently accurate when compared to the analytic answer. In fact the numerical method
took only a few iterations to achieve this accuracy.
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The Numerical Results

In the previous chapter we demonstrated a numerical method which can be used to solve
problems of the same form as the system of ordinary differential equations from Chapter 2.
We now solve this system using our numerical method plus the physical parameters from a

typical tokamak.
Before we present the numerical results the physical setup is introduced. This will give

the results a more immediate physical relevance. The setup is based on figures from JET
the Joint European Tokamak at Culham in Oxfordshire[15] plus physical values from the
NRL Plasma Formulary! 16], as follows:

• Major Radius R = 3.0m.

• Minor Radius minr = 1.15m.

• Ion Mass = 1.97 x 10 -27Kg.

• Ion Temperature tt = 3.63KeV.

• The number of ions per metre cubed is 3.65 x 1019 at r = 0 and 3.65 x 1018 at the
edge r = minr, see Figure 4.1.

Finally we must make an arbitrary choice of at least two of the wave numbers. The
choice is initially made of na — 10. To determine ma, even though we just stated that it is

• A safety profile of q = 1 + 3

• A magnetic field in the toroidal direction of B0z = IT.

• A magnetic field in the poloidal direction of B00 = ——.
Rq
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4.0x10

3.0x10

2.0x10 1 J -

1.0x10

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6

r/min r

0.8 1.0

Figure 4.1: The number of ions per meter, ri», where the profile has been chosen so as to
have a Gaussian shape, and have a value at r = minr 1% of the value at r = 0.

arbitrary, it must be remembered that

ma + b
nn

(4.1)

(see 2.74), and also that in a tokamak we must have

1 < q < 4 (4.2)

As a result we choose here ma — 19 as this gives us approximately q = 2. A follow-on
from this is that we can determine ra, using our two definitions of q(ra), as

2(ma-na) + l 23 fl9 ncAr7,
ra = minr\ / r = — A /— ~ 0.6471 .

6n„ 40 V 15
(4.3)

4.1 The determination of rih and the TAE Amplitude

At the end of chapter 2 the question was asked, what wave numbers minimize the necessary

TAE amplitude required to cause modulational instability. As was detailed in (2.120) the
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problem is merely to find which values of and rih give

max( /^approx)approx (4.4)

This problem is dealt with by a brute force approach. What is meant by this, is that
all possible combinations of rrth and rih are evaluated to see if they give Km&x. In practice
obviously only a finite number of combinations can be tested, but this can be compensated
for by extending the range of mh and nh if Acmax occurs on an edge. It should also be
remembered that and nh must be positive non-zero integers. A direct implication of
this is that the plot of Kapprox is discrete and not continuous.
If ^approx was continuous then there would have to be consideration given to any sin¬

gularities that occur. Whilst we still have to check against these potential singularities, it is
as we approach these singularities that Kmax is most likely to be achieved. An examination
°f ^approx yields that these could occur when kZ is close to one of the k+, k- or kh wave
numbers squared, which all involve mh and nh, or when k0a is parallel to the magnetic
field, i.e. kla = k?,a. Further investigation of this will be discussed after the numerical
results for Kapprox have been introduced.

The final factor to consider when evaluating KapproX is at what point on the radius should
^approx be evaluated. The most sensible value to choose is r = ra, since this is the point
upon which the TAE is centred.

We now have all the information needed to properly evaluate Kappr0x as can be seen in
Figure 4.2, where we have only shown the areas which yield a negative value. We have
excluded the positive values merely to simplify the numerical results to a point where a

sensible visual interpretation may be made. As such it must be stated that the area to the
front is edged by values which go through zero, whilst the area at the back is a 'singularity'.
This singularity can be attributed to

(4.5)

This singularity yields Kmax at

mh = 5 nh = 37 (4.6)

Note that at this point

/C|| 6.5812, k\ 6.6068 (4.7)
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1 oo
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^30°

-4-QgJ

Figure 4.2: The plot of fcapprox evaluated at rQ. Only the negative values are of interest,
hence the positive values have been excluded. The jagged nature of the edges
is due to the fact that we are using a discrete grid and not a continuous grid.

Having now established all our wave numbers, we can turn our attention to working
out the amplitude of the TAE. An important fact to note is that the point of interest in the
TAE is not the peak. This is because the TAE is only ever referred to in the context of its
derivative. At the peak, the derivative is zero, so the point, or points, of most interest are
those of maximum gradient.

Initially we will refine our interest to the question of what amplitude will generate
just one singularity (where cu2 = 0). This amplitude will be referred to as the threshold
amplitude, since any lower value of the amplitude will result only in analytic solutions with
cu2 > 0 which are stable. This can also be described as the difference between co2 being
positive, the stable case, or cu2 being negative at places. Hence merely solving the equation
for u)2 — 0 will provide the required amplitude. There is no need to use approximations
any more, and hence we can use (2.117). We have to make an arbitrary choice of (£®) (see
(2.122)), and we hence choose

where the width has been choosen so as to create a relatively narrow TAE profile. A more

(f«) = g~(100(r—ra))2 (4.8)
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0.0030

0.0025 -

0.0000

0.5600 0.5610 0.5620 0.5630

r/minr
0.5640 0.5650

Figure 4.3: The profile of the TAE. The shape was arbitrarily chosen to be a Gaussian
shape (see (4.8)) whereas the amplitude is determined as being the smallest
value possible that will allow the problem to become singular (when u>2 = 0).

accurate procedure would be to go to the linear equations for the TAE profile and compute
the eigenfunction. However, this would add significantly to the effort required and has not
been done. Our present approach should be adequate to give some idea of the TAE ampli¬
tudes needed for modulational instability and the structure of the singular eigenfunctions.

It is now merely a case of using a shooting method to find the correct amplitude. To
present this numerically calculated threshold amplitude more meaningfully we use (2.20)
to get

ICI =
1 B 1 r

h\\ r„ Bfl
(4.9)

from which we may now state

B 1 r

Bo
5.8583 x 10 -5 (4.10)

We now have a known TAE profile which is shown in Figure 4.3.
For the sake of completeness, we can also show the plot of cu2, see Figure 4.4. The

important point that this shows is that the two troughs are not of equal depth. This is due to
the functions that are multiplying P. If this was not the case then it would not be possible
to have the 1-singularity case.
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r/minr

Figure 4.4: The plot of to2 /u>sh{ra)2 which has been calculated using the dispersion rela¬
tion (see (2.62)). The normalization by u2h evaluated at ra has been chosen
due to numerical convenience in the actual coding of the solution. The most
significant feature of this plot is that the two troughs are not of equal depth.
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4.2 1-dimensional Solution

In the paper by Lashmore-Davies et. al.(1997)[32] the 2-dimensional1 problem was re¬
duced to a 1-dimensional problem by means of an approximation. This approximation
was introduced so as to allow an analytic estimate of the TAE amplitude to be made. We
here also use this approximation, not to establish the TAE amplitude, but in order to try to

prove how valid, and across what range, is the approximation. We do this by constructing
a solution using the approximation, which we will call the 1-dimensional solution since A
and C are 1-dimensional, and then compare this to the full 2-dimensional solution which
does not use the approximation. In this section we introduce the approximation and the
1-dimensional solution, whilst in the next section we establish the 2-dimensional solution
and make the comparison.

The approximation made to perform this reduction is quite simple. In equations (2.81)
and (2.82) it is assumed that the second order derivatives dominate. This yields

= (4m
dr2 A*± dr dr2

or, using the usual assumption that 0, 0 are the fastest varying variables,

d^± = P^d0d0 412
dr A± dr dr

At this juncture, it is worth explaining that whilst we have considered C± to be domi¬
nated, we still leave in C£ since there is no need to approximate it out of the problem when
the aim is to reduce the problem to 1-dimension. So saying we can make approximations
in CI which simplify the numerical coding of the problem without adversely affecting the
accuracy of the code. For convenience we will also show here the corresponding approxi¬
mation for C±, rather than introducing it in the later section on the 2-dimensional solution.

If we examine (2.67) (and bear in mind that we are actually interested in C*, hence the
1 Recall that 1 x 1 or 3 x 3 refers to the dimensions of the matrices A and C. This can also be described

as resulting in a 1 -dimensional (since a 1 x 1 matrix is just a number) or 2-dimensional A and C.
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extra factor of r) then it can be seen that there are 3 separate parts to it, i.e.

Ti = -po (to2 - to2)

T, = 4k2c\Blo
Por

d
n = TTr

3l
Po r2

(co2 - co2) (to2 - co2)
2kB0gG\ (c2 + c\) (U)2 — LU%)
PoC ('CO' to 1) (to2

(4.13)

(4.14)

(4.15)

The aim here is to compare Ti, T2 and T3 to see which terms are dominant, if any. The
most obvious term to compare against is T\, and therefore we are comparing against

Tx — po (w2 - u2ah) ~ -Po^lh (4.16)

for C*h and

forC£.

Ti = po« - w2±)

Examining T2 we use the fact that

2
_ _ 7,2 2 2

S 2 «||C, ~ C0S

(4.17)

(4.18)

to get

To
4 09

Porz (to2 - to2 ) r2k*B2 (to2 - to2)
which for becomes

To = -4 Po^qft kl Ble
r2 1.21.2 D2' K||K0/i 0

(4.19)

(4.20)

Ifwe make the not unreasonable assumption that all the wave numbers are of similar orders,
it easy to see that T2 <C T\. On the other hand for C± we end up dividing by co2q — co2±
which can be a small value and hence we must not ignore T2.

Finally examining T3, we initially make the usual assumption that all of the physical
quantities that appear here are slowly varying with respect to r and hence we may re-write
T3 as

To =
PoC

Boe — (2kBogG)
(c2 + c2) (CO2 - CO2)
(to2 - £0j) (cO2 - CO2)

(4.21)

We now use the following approximation (which is allowable since we are merely interested
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in establishing which terms are dominant):

ul = ~ £<*1 ~ , (4.22)
s "T" CA CA

to get

vVCArp 2 p0cA f 2 ^kBogk^BoC^^ 2 po^a f Bq$ ^Bogkk^3" -?■%- ( 09" p-u J))~ v~M ~ Bo -rf)
Now for C*h this gives

(4.23)

r> = -4 • (4.24)r kl\h V Bo B0 k20h J
from which it is easy to see, using the same assumptions as for T2, that T3 C Tj. For C±
we instead get

2 poUJa± I o k±kv± Bog ! ^

s~~r2 % I" r%„-^±)B»1 1
which also should not be ignored.

The result of this is that we have shown that there is no sense in redefining C±, but we
may redefine as

Ck = p„ p - P) . (4.26)
If we put (4.12) into equation (2.93) then we get

d_ (,.dp_ (KjP'KdP, dg\ „
dr \ h dr \ A*+ dr dr A*_ dr dr ) dr )

and if we introduce

= A\ - | P (4.28)

1{AS)=°^(4M)
which is in the correct form to solve numerically.

Before we start to show the numerical solutions, there are two other considerations to

be made, the starting condition and what range to solve the problem over. The first of these
was introduced in Chapter 3, § 1, whilst the second is fairly arbitrary, and hence we have
not introduced it into the problem until now.

then (4.27) becomes
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As a reminder, in choosing the starting condition, we have no information to go on, so

we make an arbitrary choice, giving the solution to within a scaling of the actual solution.
The starting condition chosen, here at the left end of the range we will choose

CVleft) = 0, ^(neft) = ^(rieft) * (4"30)
Similarly, we must make an arbitrary choice of the range, although obviously it must lie
within 0 to minr and include r = ra. In fact though, one extra consideration must be made
in choosing the range.

If we examine

4* , / -.2 | „2 \ (u- - ^oX^- - uh) r4,n
- P°( S + (iU2_ - uj2f_)(ujI ~ U2„) ( }

and introduce the approximations

ul ~ kflrac2A, Ujj_ ~ k2_c2A, (4.32)

then it is clear that we have a problem if

kL = k\L(r) (4.33)

or

JMr.)+».)!_iiy +m,iil (434)
q(ra)2

which with all the relevant physical values and wave numbers inserted gives

r
~ 0.55657 . (4.35)

minr

Hence it is sensible to avoid this value of the radius, since we are only interested in singu¬
larities that when the TAE amplitude is zero revert to a singularity in the original Hain-Lust
equations. Further, a closer examination of A*_ reveals that in actuality this singularity
often does not exist. This is because we made use of

uP~_ — (ujTa — ^ra — 2cucura T lo2 (4.36)
- Wra = k\\raCA ■ (4-37)

Obviously in considering this singularity, consideration should have been given to the full
expansion of lo2_, and hence the singularity would occur in the complex plane except when
uj2 = 0. This would require consideration in the code of complex numbers. The result of
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0.5610 0.5620 0.5650 0.5640

r/minr

Figure 4.5: The plot of0 which has been found by using the approximations (4.11) which
have effectively reduced the system of ordinary differential equations down to
one. These means that this plot of may be considered as only an approximate
solution to the problem.

this would be to require a significant upgrade to the code, since we have chosen to only
investigate the case u2 real. The solution is to choose the range of r such that it does not

encompass this point. The result of this is that we choose the range to be

0.56087 < —< 0.56460 . (4.38)
minr

Having now introduced the physical setup, we can present the 1-dimensional solution,
see Figure 4.5. The one feature in Figure 4.5 that needs explaining is on the right hand side
of the singularity where the gradient of the solution briefly steepens. The explanation for
this can be shown by examining the determinant of Au, see Figure 4.6, and noting that the
smaller the value of this determinant, the larger the second derivatives must be.
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0
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0

Figure 4.6: The determinant of the Matrix A evaluated across the range of r. Notice that
there is only one point where this just touches on zero. This is because we
have already chosen that there will be only one singularity in the problem at the
current stage. Also of importance is the other minimum (the right hand trough's
turning point) which can cause features to appear in the various solutions.

r/minr
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4.3 The 2-dimensional Full Solution

We can now turn our attention to the full solution of the problem defined in equations (2.93),
(2.81) and (2.82). We have in the previous sections introduced all of our physical setup and
arbitrary choices. The full solution to the problem may now be shown in Figures 4.7, 4.8
and 4.9.

At the start of the previous section we asked the question: is the approximation

= ,4391
dr2 A*± dr dr2

valid. Having now solved the problem both using this approximation (in the previous
section) and without using this approximation (just above) we can answer this question.
This is achieved by comparing the 0 from the 1-dimensional solution with the 0 from
this section, the 2-dimensional solution. If we inspect these two solutions together, see

Figure 4.10, then we see that there is a difference between the solutions. This difference
is easier to see if we examine the difference between the two solutions normalised by the
1-dimensional 0, see Figure 4.11. From this figure it is clear that the approximation is not
very good. This may be explained by observing that in the approximation we consider C±
to be dominated, and hence able to be dropped, near the singularity, but it is precisely this
area in which the largest numerical error could occur. These numerical errors appear to
over-ride those areas where the approximation would otherwise be most valid.

To summarise, the use of the approximation is only valid when using an analytic ap¬

proach, thus eliminating the problems with numerical errors, and only when obtaining a

solution for the area sufficiently close to the singularity.
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r/minr

Figure 4.7: The upper sideband Note how the regular solution dominates the singular
solution. The singular solution can just be seen to start dominating the regular
solution right at the singularity. The other important point is there is no feature
deriving from the non-singular minimum of the determinant of A, indicating
that features at this point are part of the singular solution. This is important
when compared to the next two figures.
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0.5610 0.5620 0.5630 0.5640
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Figure 4.8: The main wave 0. Notice that this time there is a feature at the non-singular
minimum of the determinant of A, which has the effect of increasing the value
of the second derivatives at this point in the singular solutions.
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Figure 4.9: The lower sideband . The same features are present as in the plot of 0.
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Figure 4.10: The two solutions for 0. The 1-dimensional solution was calculated using an
approximation whilst the 2-dimensional solution did not. Note that the largest
difference occurs between the singularity and the non-singular minimum of
det\A\. Remember though that both solutions are subject to the same bound¬
ary conditions which has the effect of reducing the difference as the two ends
are approached
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r/minr

Figure 4.11: Here we have ld — £^2d) /& ld. Notice how on the left hand side of the
singularity the error is slowly accumulating whilst on the right hand side there
is the sudden change in value. This would indicate that the error on the left
hand side is mostly due to the difference between the solutions whilst the
sudden change on the right hand side is due to numerical error. The feature
discussed in the commentary on Figure 4.10 is easily observed here.
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4.4 Multiple Singularity Case
We now turn our attention to the question of what happens when multiple singularities
occur. Given that we are not changing the values of ma, na, mh and nh there are only
two factors left which can change the number of singularities occuring. These factors are

clearly the value of uj2 and the value of the amplitude of the TAE, |£°|. Clearly we cannot

investigate all possible combinations of uj2 and |£"|. To try and obtain an idea of what
happens in the multiple singularity case we consider instead two separate cases. These
cases are

• holding u2 at a negative value and allowing the amplitude to vary

• holding the amplitude constant at a sufficiently high amplitude that singularities can

occur, whilst allowing a;2 to vary.

The effect of driving up either uj2 or |£°| in the dispersion relation (2.117) is to alter the
values of r for which it is true. In the cases that we are interested in, this will increase the

number of singularities since (2.117) will hold true for multiple values of r.

4.4.1 Fixed Amplitude Case

We choose here the amplitude to be twice that of the amplitude which generates the limiting
case uj2 = 0, i.e.

Byr
~B~o

This, as is hardly surprising considering the given profile of the TAE, generates up to 4
singularities which result in 8 independent solutions (see Chapter 3, § 1). Before presenting
these solutions we first give a plot showing where all the singularities occur as we vary uj2,
see Figure 4.12. In this figure the shaded zones denote areas in which singularities can

occur. The gap in the middle is due to the fact that as r approaches ra, P —> 0 and hence
uh-

We now show the plots of the first of these 8 solutions, in figures 4.13, 4.14 and 4.15.
These solutions correspond to the introduction between each singularity of a zero boundary
condition, again see Chapter 3, § 1.

Whilst we could present all the remaining solutions in this form, a more sensible ap¬

proach is to show a complete set of solutions for just one value of uj2. Before we present
these results we will consider the fixed frequency case. The reasons for this will soon
become clear.

= 11.7066 x 10"5 . (4.40)
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Figure 4.12: The zones in which singularities can exist when the amplitude is fixed. The
edges show where the singularities exist for the case we are considering whilst
the shaded zones show areas where singularities can occur if a smaller TAE
amplitude is used.
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°-00a0

Figure 4.13: The upper sideband £+ as co2 is allowed to vary. This is just one of the 8
possible linearly independent solutions. The jagged nature is due to the intro¬
duction between each singularity of a zero boundary condition. If this figure
was viewed from directly above you would just see the boundaries shown in
Figure 4.12. This is explains why the two jumps on the right hand side do
not reach all the way to the edge, instead the solution has a large value of the
second derivatives. It is also worth noting how at the front we can observe the
same solution as in Figure 4.7. The gap is due to data being removed so as to
allow the rest of the figure to be shown with a reasonable scaling.
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Figure 4.14: The main wave 0 as to2 is allowed to vary. The commentary for this figure is
the same as for Figure 4.13.

Figure 4.15: The lower sideband as u>'2 is allowed to vary. The commentary for this
figure is the same as for Figure 4.13.
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0.5605 0.5615 0.5625 0.5635 0.5645

r/minr

Figure 4.16: Here we have the zones in which singularities can exist when u>2 is fixed at
zero but the amplitude of the TAE is allowed to vary. The edges show where
the singularities exist for the case we are considering whilst the shaded zones
show areas where singularities can occur for larger negative values of up.

4.4.2 Fixed Frequency Case

This time we are holding the frequency constant, and as such we choose

up' — 0 . (4.41)

This is an arbitrary choice, and was made so as to avoid having to modify the computer
code. As with the previous section, we first present the zones in which singularities exist,
see Figure 4.16. The shaded zones are the same as previously. We may also go straight on
to present the first of the 8 solutions, where the intermediate boundary conditions are also
the same as previously stated, see Figures 4.17, 4.18 and 4.19.
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°-oo4

°-oo2

Figure 4.17: The upper sideband £+ as the TAE amplitude is allowed to vary. The same
commentary as for Figure 4.13 applies but also note that values above a certain
point have had to be excluded for the same reasons as excluding points below
a certain value previously, i.e. to keep the figure to a reasonable scale where
the features can easily be observed.
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O-O3o

^<SV

Figure 4.18: The main wave 0 as the TAE amplitude is allowed to vary. The commentary
is the same as for Figure 4.17.

0.3

Figure 4.19: The lower sideband 0 as the TAE amplitude is allowed to vary. The com¬
mentary is the same as for Figure 4.17.
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4.4.3 An Example of a Complete Solution

To better illustrate what is happening at eaeli one of the solutions that are possible, we ean

investigate what occurs for just one combination of the frequency and the amplitude. So as
to combine both of the previous sections, a sensible choice is to use the amplitude from the
fixed amplitude case, and the frequency from the fixed fiequency ease. Without any moie
discussion, we can go straight on to present these solutions in Figures 4.20 to 4.23.

The most notable thing about these solutions is that we have been unable to orthogo-
nalize them. This is for two reasons, one of which leads into the other. The first reason

stems from the big steps in most of the solutions. These steps are created by the jump in
the regular solution at each of the singularities, combined with using a homogeneous inter¬
mediate boundary condition. Since these homogeneous intermediate boundary conditions
are scaled during the numerical solution to the problem, and are the only alternative to the
zero intermediate boundary condition, changing the initial values for them in the numerical
code does not remove these steps.

The tops of these steps in the solutions appear to be constant, but in fact a closer ex¬
amination reveals that the tops are not constant and include sufficient structure to generate
the 8 orthogonal solutions, see Figures 4.24 and 4.25 for examples. The problem is that
the ratio of these structures to the scale of the jumps that make up the steps is sufficiently
close to the numerical error in orthogonalising these solutions. This becomes worse when
the accumulation of these numerical errors over 8 solutions is considered. The end result

of this is that an automated method will not work. Obviously the next step is to try manu¬

ally combining the solutions so as to remove these steps, and then orthogonalize these new

solutions.

In Figure 4.26 we have manually combined and to get a new version of
although we show just the upper sideband component of the new solution. The method
used was to just consider the values of these two solutions at a fixed point; we here choose
r/minr = r^i = 0.5630 which is about a quarter of the way between the second and third
singularities. These solutions were normalised by their values at this point, and then in a

similar way to the Gram-Schmidt method the dot product of the two-vectors at this point
was calculated and used as a multiplier to subtract one solution from the other, i.e.

=
i, tr'"" |, *,f"' ,1 ' <4'42)
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Figure 4.20: The complete 4 singularity solution. The first and second linearly independent
solutions. The combination of boundary conditions between the singularities
is different for each solution.
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Figure 4.21: The complete 4 singularity solution continued. The third and fourth linearly
independent solutions.
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Figure 4.22: The complete 4 singularity solution continued. The fifth and sixth linearly
independent solutions.
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Figure 4.23: The complete 4 singularity solution continued. The seventh and final linearly
independent solutions.
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Figure 4.24: A closer inspection of £+ reveals that there are features present, but on a
much smaller scale than the jumps in the solution. The only way to show all
the details in one figure is by splitting the y-axis into two separate ranges of
the value of £+
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Figure 4.25: A closer inspection of £^..j reveals that just as in Figure 4.24 even the thin
strips between the middle two singularities have features.
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Figure 4.26: A manually constructed new version of in an attempt to fix the orthogo-
nalisation problem. This plot is of nj which is defined in (4.43).

The numerical equivalent to (4.42) that is in fact used is

140.06
- 0.999978

2.4739 x 10-3
(4.43)

Unfortunately, this solution may be noted to look very similar to £^1. This will prevent
the orthogonalisation working if in fact the ratio is almost constant. Figure 4.27 shows
the value of this ratio (note the scale that has had to be used however, in order to pick up

any features). It is fairly safe to say that this is close enough to constant to again prevent
the solutions from being orthogonalised. The explanation for this failure to orthogonalize
again, is the second reason for not orthogonalizing the solutions.

The problem preventing orthogonalisation this time comes from noting that the middle
two singularities are close together. The effect of this is to limit the difference between
pairs of solutions to be fairly small, the effect being to make orthogonalisation numerically
more difficult.
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Figure 4.27: The plot of ^[mn]/which is almost constant indicating that
ft... , ~ constant x ft-v Similar plots can be constructed for the main wave^r|m n\ ^r[zj r
and the lower sideband thus demonstrating that £r[fii nj ~ constant x
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Chapter 5

An Improved Dispersion Relation

In Chapter 2 use was made of the approximation u ~ This assumption is based on the
fact that the coupling is weak and hence the whole model follows similar scalings to the
uncoupled system. This assumption was used in (2.69) to form an equation for p\. Whilst
in general this assumption is safe to use, it turns out that this is a special case where the
assumption is false. The problem arises from using the approximation lo ~ ujh together
with the usual consideration that £|| is the dominant perturbation in the sound wave which
renders p\ oc £||. However as will be shown below, this is not the case when the nonlinear
coupling has had the effect of down-shifting uj2 away from Unfortunately this was only
discovered after all the plots in Chapter 4 had been calculated. These plots have not been
re-calculated due to time constraints. The aim of this chapter is to establish what p\ should
look like, and what alterations are necessary to be made to chapter 2 to correct for this.

The first fact to establish is what the new version of p\ will look like. To start we need
the full definition of p\ which comes from the linearized continuity equation (2.12):

f 1 <9 ldp0 (r]B0z f||Bog\ dp0 f£\\B0z r]B0S\
* = -\~rTr + ;He {-BP + "Br) + & [sT - (5.1)

If we Fourier analyse (5.1) we obtain

Pi = ~{rpotr) - (T)mB0z + ^\\mB0g) - ^ (£\\kB0z - rjkB0e) , (5.2)
which may also be written as

h , (53)
B0 Bo r dr v 7

where we have as usual used the assumption that is varying faster than p0-
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We next use

Ph — —sii -
ilPoFh {u2 - ulh.) d

rp0B0Dh dr K) (5.4)

and

Vh
iGh

rp0B0Dh
Wo + — I (^2

do J
uJ Tr (5.5)

where we have considered the terms involving (r^1) to be the dominant terms, which
will be justified later in this chapter. Putting these into (5.3) generates

P'l Po

r

-- I Flc]
- Wa/J

+ Gh (Cs + 4) - jj) + 1
BlDh B2Dh

After this equation has been tidied up we get

I Ah (5.6)

j»_ u2(u2-u)2ah)po d
Pi - ^ /rDh

(5.7)

Clearly if cu2 = then this is the same as (2.70), but if lo2 is very small then these
two equations for p\ start to differ. Most importantly if cu2 = 0, the case we are most
interested in since it gives the threshold TAE amplitude, then p\ = 0. This now invalidates
the statement made just before (2.75) which states that p\ and ^ are the most important
factors in calculating the nonlinear terms for the sidebands. This now begs the question
what should /3± look like. First though, it is important to remind ourselves of the context
that f3± derives from.

In Chapter 2 we established the nonlinear Hain-Lust equation

d_
dr ATrAr C(r?r) =

M -
Po (u2 - u2h) (OJ2 - UJ2) (u2 - u2) J Po r dr

+ —-4-(rBi) (5.8)
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where

N =
iF f iBoz d
Po

iG

Po

ujB0 dr
iBpg d
ujBq dr

B0z d2£e
'Pi'B'0

B\e

B

dt2

<96 R d&~dt~Blr^T
<96 R die
~dt ~ Blr^~

B0z <96 d2&
B0 Po dt dr dt

le

iBng 1 d

+

uBq r dr
iB0z 1 d

+

u)B0 r dr
Bqz B\r d
B0 p0rdr

B\r
dC
dt

,Z p— P>lz

B 1r
<96
dt

Biz

(■rBie)
B09

-Pi'

<96
dt

d&
dt

<926

B0g <96
+ b7"°

B„ " dt2
Bpe B\r dBiz

dt dr dt B0 p0 dr
(5.9)

and

L =
Boe d2^e

-Pi-Bn dt2
Boo <96 d2£,e

-po-
Bt0 dt dr dt

+
Boe B i'lr <9 / p \
S r7T CBw) ~Bo po dr

B0z dF <926
~P0— 7^77 +

Boz d2£z
Bo Pl dt2
Boz B\r dBiz

Bo dt dr dt B0 p0 dr
(5.10)

The next step is to simplify the right hand, nonlinear, side of (5.8). The problem now is
that there is no longer any easy way to pick out the dominant terms. As a result we must
examine every term, hence it is helpful to define

N To + Tx 4- T2 + T3 + T4 (5.11)

and

L — Tk + Tk + T-? (5.12)

where

T - iG11 —

Po

T = -— I iB°z d
Po \cu5o dr

IBoe d

B le

ujBo dr

<96
dt

d£r

B1r'

B"-gT

dt

dje
dt

To

To =

Boo d(r d2(z
-Po-

d£o\ , iBoe 1 d
ujBq r dr

iBoz 1 d
u)Bo r dr

Blr B

dt

Boz <96 d2tie
-po-

B0 dt drdt B0 dt drdt

Bqz Bir d . . Bog BXr dBiz
B0 por dr (rB

10

rp _ B0e d2^z
T*~^PlW

Bo Po dr

Boz d2te
-Pi-

Bo ^ dt2

lz
dt

- B

<96
dt

<96
dt

lz'

(5.13)

5.14)

(5.15)

(5.16)

(5.17)
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Boo d£r d2{,o B0z d£r d2£z
D P° »J. 04- TD Po a, rs o I >Bo dt dr dt B0 dt dr dt

(5.18)

(5.19)

,
_ Bog d2&

_ B0z d%
7

B0 Pl dt2 Bo Pl dt2 (5.20)

To the above definitions we also add the end term from (5.8)

Big 1 d , R nT& = — (rBio)
Po r dr

(5.21)

so as to complete the splitting of (5.8) into smaller parts. We have, as in chapter 2, dropped
M from consideration.

At this juncture it is helpful to introduce a notation system that will allow the consid¬
eration of T0,..., T8 to stay as general as possible, for as long as possible. In (5.13) and
(5.14) each term consists of the coupling of a component of B! and £, hence we will add
a subscript h and £ respectively to all variables that derive from these terms. Any terms
not deriving from these couplings will gain a subscript t so as to indicate that they derive
from the total effect of the coupling. Similarly for (5.15) to (5.17) where we have coupling
between radial and non-radial terms we add a subscript r or z respectively. If there is no

obvious way of naming the two coupled terms, as is the case with T8, we make an arbitrary
choice of subscripts.

The next step is to consider each of these terms individually and reduce their form to a

point where it is possible to establish which are dominant. We start with T0 and substitute
in (2.19) and (2.20) then Fourier analyse, resulting in (as usual considering that £ is the
fastest varying quantity)

' BozB\\ BvBoe
v Bo Bo

(5.22)

If we now substitute in (2.18) and re-arrange we end up with

(5.23)
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The next term to be considered is Tx which by the same method as before gives

Ti = <5-24>

which may be noted to include B\\. For B\\ we use just the linear terms from (2.29) i.e.

D -fi D d^rb , £rb ( dpo | n Bqq ^ ^B|| — —iGbPb ~ Bq—— + —— /^o~3 b 2 ) . (5.25)dr B0 \ dr r

At this juncture it is useful to remind ourselves that we are considering p0 and B0 to be
functions of r only, and hence from (2.5) we have

dp0
_ Ble d ( Bq

dr p0r dr \2p0

This means that we have

which in turn allows us to write

By following the same method again we get

(5.26)

B|[ = -iGn- -So— - , (5.27)

Tl = "Tr{^('FbU^ + i^Gbn+('(B°^'kS^1)} ' <5'28)

T% — £rr (uizujrPqPz) 1 (5-29)dr

T3=U(^) . (5-30)dr \ p0

T4 = pirUJ2zTjz , (5.31)

X5 ' (5.32)

T. =U(^) > (5-33)dr \ p0

T7 = pir (jJ2z£,\\z , (5.34)

T& =
^ g2 {BVrBoz + B\\rBoe) — (-B^Boz + B\\zBqq) . (5.35)
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The appioximale dimen¬
sions of

At this juncture we should remember that we have not spec¬
ified if pir = Pi or not, and hence we must not drop the T4
term yet. On the other hand we may note that T2, T3 , T5
and T6 have the form whereas all the other terms have
the form ~ (£ J; (£)) plus higher order terms (remembering
that p may be written as a function involving £ and ^ ). This
essentially comes down to asking where is the more impor¬
tant contribution coming from, r^ or ^ (for the purposes of
comparison we can diop the terms involving second deiiva-
tives). By observing the approximate dimensions shown in
the diagram to the left we may state this ratio as

rH/5r r

t. H 5r
> 1 (5.36)

The result of this is that we may drop T2, T3, T5 and T6 out of the problem.
The next step in calculating the new /3± is to consider what physical quantities we are

actually coupling. Since we are looking at the sidebands, the physical quantities in question
are the main wave and the TAE. The next problem to address is which way round do these
terms couple, for example, in (5.31) does r represent the TAE and z the main wave, or

is it the other way round. The answer is in fact both. We must consider both possible
combinations of the couplings. This means that (5.31) becomes

T4
d

dr {pWraha + Pl^Ph) (5.37)

We must remember now that the whole reason for this collection to the code was that the

analytic description of p\ was inaccurate when uj2 was small. A follow-on from this is that
for the rest of this chapter we will assume that uj2 is small at all times. This means that
effectively

T4 = 0 . (5.38)

The same logic may be applied to T7 to give us

T7 = 0 (5.39)

We are now left with just T0, Tj and Tg. There is no obvious way at this stage and, as
will be seen at any later stage, of considering either one of these terms to be the dominant
term. Hence we must consider /3± involving both of these. First though we must reduce
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these into a more useful form.

Before we start this reduction it is helpful to remember that when we substitute in p and

£ll we use their linear forms which, if we use pz and £||z to aid clarity, are

1

Vz = G, (7Po + H) K - <) ~ (rf„) + 2k-AlAi („! _ &■sTZ
(5.40)

and
-i~/p0Fz (( 2 2 \ d , c \ , 2kzGzB06,

rp0B0Dz

e,i, = K2 - f (re«) + • (5.41)rp0B0Dz y dr p0p0 )
If we use these equations then the rest of this chapter would involve an extremely lengthy
piece of algebra. At the beginning of the chapter it was stated that the coefficients of
J: (r£,.~) are considered to be dominant. This approximation will simplify the algebra
considerably. To determine which terms are dominant in the above two equations we make
the approximations u2z « uj2z, oj2z = co2z, £rz and ^ (r£rz) are of the same order, and that
all wave numbers are of a similar order. Using these approximations we can reduce (5.40)
and (5.41) to

Vz = Uc2^ (yrz) + 2kzc2A^rz) (5.42)rDz \ dr B0 J

and

^ = ~V^DZ + ■ (5.43)
From these equations it is easy to see, given that B0g « B0, that our approximation that
the terms involving ^ (r£r2) dominate, is valid. Hence we use from now on

iGz f B2\ I 2 2 d-Gz (5.44)

and
c yPoBz f 2 2 \ dGz= "A -p- ■ (5-«)

We now find that inserting (5.44) and (5.45) into T0, 7\ and T8 gives, after also account¬

ing for both possible couplings,

T T1 r±F„ , 2 2. / iGh (J - ul) iG^l \ dp dp~

\ Wh Da ) dr dr ' (5M)
rp ,iG±BoUJa / 2 2 \ ^G ^GTl - ±^aT ( " 9h) ' ( }
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(5.48)

This allows us to at last establish /3±, which comes from the definition

+—~(rBl) , (5.49)
p0 r dr

as

(5.50)

which has been reduced as far as is appropriate to wave numbers. Those frequencies that
have been left in, have been left in because they are needed in forming the new version of
the dispersion relation.

As a result of having created a new version of /3±, this effects the dispersion relation
that was previously calculated and which depends on f3±. This means we must calculate
a new dispersion relation. In order to obtain the new dispersion relation we initially make
the problem seem somewhat complicated by introducing a group of new variables, but at
the end these will converge into a set of variables that simplify the calculation. We start by
writing the dispersion relation, in a similar way to that employed in Chapter 2, as

(5.51)

where

(5.52)

Po^A^o.± i (5.53)

(5.54)

(5.55)
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which in turn require
kn

*ah = # , (5-56)
K0h

(5.57)

_ 1 kvixkn± .. j _
K(0h±i) - o l~2 777 \ ' (5 ^

(if. ~ kl
(a. ~

2 k20h ('Hra ~ k0±

«(/9k±2) = --7—fc||Q/crfc'l±v—v • (5-59>{Ph±2> 2 h2 _ k2 \ k2 _ k2 ^
( Oa K\\a) y ||ra K0±y

To these definitions we also add

where

At - PoC2a ( «(/3±i)y~2 —yr + «(|8±2) + K^±3)-7-^ ~44 ] (5-60)(w ~~ Ush) ~~ Wsh>

, A/A||/i | kv±k\\± 1 k\\rakrla (
(S±,> * l(*k " *o2±)~ 2 (*k " *2.) ' ('

HM = t\-, Y , (5.62)2 (%„ " ko±) {k
k2 h.2

-r- S± ft||/i
«(/»± 3) = T 7 0 v ' (5"63)

k2 (k2 _ k2 \K0h ||r0 K0± J
The effect of all of these above equations is to make (5.51) become

(^2 - «>l) Hh - ^2)^hJ I \ gn J i

( (w2 - b.'l) (w2 - UJgh) ^ 1x A"2" p-+ K("+2>+ ) ^7
' K/. - "2) (/ (w2-^)
T^-'v-^)+ Kos»-2) J + K(e-2)

k2 - 2J?«) . - P = 0 . (5.64)
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Whilst this does not initially appear simple, if in (5.64) we make the approximation ~ uj2gh
then we may introduce the following set of variables:

* = "I ~ U\ ' (5-65)
Wsh

Ki — K{0+i) + k(/9+3) 5 (5.66)

k2 = K(0-l) + K(/3_3) ) (5.67)

K3 =Ml + 5 (568)
Ka~

K _ «(ft.+2)«l + «(ft,+ l)«Q3+2) + «(gh_2)«2 + «(/3h_ l)«Q8-2) ^^
^a+ ^a_

^ _ «(/?h+2)«(/3+2) _ Ktfh_2)Ktf-2) ^^
^a+ ^a_

If we now introduce (5.65) to (5.70) into (5.64) we get

n3Pz2 4- (K4P + ^o/,) ^ ~f fts-P = 0 (5.71)

which at last is in a simple form and may be solved as

1 -K4P - Kah± J(kAP + Kah) ~4K3P2K5
2 =

2 -ZPP ' (5'72)
This new dispersion relation is still complicated, and it has in fact generated two possible
values of lo2 that will, when P — 0, equal co\ (this case requires z — 0). It must also be
observed that this dispersion relation does not generate the case ui2 = u2h when P — 0
which is an advantage over the dispersion relation proposed in Chapter 2.

To summarize the dispersion and finally write ac3, K4 and k5 in terms of wave numbers,
we have

0 car — ZUJQhuj2 = * ^ (5.73)
z — 1

where

I-K4P - Kah ± \ (K.4P + K,ah) ~4K3P2K5
^

2 —P ' ("4)
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1
K3 = 7;2 Kh

kv- (%g + f 1 k\\rakvakvh
+ kv- (kvhk\\_ - kv-k\\h)

2 (%* - koa) {k\\ra~k0-)k2 -kl

kr]+ ^^||ra ^lla^ll+^ (1 k\\rakT]akTiii kri+ ^k^pk^p. k^+k^hj

('kk ~ kl k\\ra - k0a) (kf\ra - k2+)
(5.75)

K4 =
1 k^ak^h
2 "*4 (*o, - k2

0a ||a

^11+ I kv+
2 y^lla (4^11+ (^jpa fciuA;

1 k^akrjflk^rakJjakrj-^-
2~ + fcn- x

jL2 _ 1.2 Up _ U2K\\ra K\\+ J VK||ra K0+

^lla^Tj/i^lIra krjakrj—

{A. ~ fc»«) (*ik " fcil+ ) / V2 (*ik ~ *«■) (**. -T)
^^||a {k"qhk\\— ^||/i) T 2kr)k yk\\ra ^lla^ll-A-2V

k2 — k2K\\ra K\\- k2 — £*2K||ra %-

a +

, (5.76)

«5 =
1 fcl|afe||fe^a
4 (kOa ~ kf\a)

k2 k2
\\— V~

k2 k2K\\+KV+

. " k°-)(%„ ~ *j|-) (*j|,. " *§+) (*jjr. ~ tjj+)
and

k,

k2
_ A\h

ah k2KOh

(5.77)

(5.78)

To conclude this chapter we can evaluate P by using the approximation oj\ — ujsh.

we put this approximation into (5.73) then we get z — 1. Putting this in turn into (5.64)
and re-arranging we get

1 + k6P = 0 (5.79)

where

^6 = — ( -J- {K(Ph-1)^2 - K(ph_2)Kl + «(/3h_l)«(/3_2) - K(ph_2)K(p_2))
^ah \ Si-

+A~ (K(Ph+VKl ~ K^h+2)K1 + K(^+l)K(/3+2) ~ HPh+2)«(/3+2))^ . (5.80)

To find P we merely need to evaluate /c6 and solve (5.79). Unfortunately if we stick to the
wave nuiiibeis we pieviously used then we get a negative value for P which is unphysical.
This is because there exist combinations of wave numbers where co2 is upshifted from
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and it would appear that the old wave numbers correspond to just such a case. A quick
inspection of (5.79) however reveals that when is at its largest negative value, we will
have the smallest TAE threshold amplitude which, as was explained in Chapter 4, is the
amplitude that we are most interested in. It fortunately only requires a small modification
to the numerical code to find the new wave numbers. These wave numbers are

ma = 21, na — —10 mh=40, nh =-20, (5.81)

where we have had to chose new wave numbers for the TAE, since the old wave numbers

only generated positive kq. For these wave numbers we get

k6 4.8402 x 1013 . (5.82)

If we now recall that

p = f^l) (5.83)

and use the fact that whilst the amplitude of the normalized TAE is obviously 1, the ampli¬
tude of its derivative is 0.8578 (we will ignore the fact that these amplitudes are evaluated
at different values of the radius), then we get

B1 r
1.3624 x 10"8 (5.84)

Bo

which is an order of 103 times smaller than the previously predicted amplitude (this value
was previously 5.8583 x 10~5).

Although we have not had time to examine the corrected dispersion relation in detail,
the above figures indicate that the threshold amplitude for a modulational instability of a
TAE to occur may have been overestimated by Lashmore-Davies, et. al., so that the phe¬
nomenon is more likely to be important in comparison with the other competing nonlinear
effects.
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Conclusion

We are now able to answer the question that was raised at the end of Chapter 1; is our

damping method damping the TAE at a higher or lower threshold amplitude than other
damping systems. In the original paper by Lashmore-Davies, et. al.(1997)[32] this thresh¬
old amplitude was believed to be

B1 r

B,
4 x 10 -3 (6.1)

However as has been shown in Chapters 2 and 5 this calculation contained several errors.
This calculation also did not consider what the most appropriate wave numbers to evaluate
the threshold amplitude would be. Taking these errors into account and considering which
wave numbers to use has reduced this amplitude significantly down to

B1r

Bn
1.3624 x 10" (6.2)

We can now compare this value to that of Berk and Breizman(1990)[4],

B 1 r

Bn

> 4.64 x 10 -5

and Hahm and Chen(1995)[5],
B 1 r

Bn
< 10 -3

(6.3)

(6.4)

The implication of this is that our mechanism will stop the TAE from growing at an am¬

plitude smaller than the other mechanisms, and hence prevent the other mechanisms from
operating. It must be remembered however that an arbitrary choice of the profile of the TAE
was made, and that a different choice of profile will cause our TAE threshold amplitude to
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Conclusion

vary. For example a narrower profile will have a larger maximum gradient and hence the
TAE threshold amplitude will be smaller.

As a follow on to this derivation of the threshold amplitude it may be of interest to have
some idea of the nature of the modified sound wave and the sidebands which are driven up

by the TAE. To acquire this information we solved the system of equations to obtain the
set of singular eigenfunctions that occur. An iterative technique has been developed which
will, in principle, apply to a system of any number of coupled equations (including just one
single equation) which contains at least one singularity in the range of integration. Test
cases were constructed for both single equations and coupled equations. These test cases
were able to be solved analytically and hence provide convincing evidence that the iterative
scheme converges to an accurate solution within a reasonable number of steps.

Although we have constructed the single eigenfunctions, in practice the wave amplitude
will be the superposition of these singular solutions determined by the initial conditions.
However the most rapidly growing components will eventually dominate and we may there¬
fore expect the wave amplitude to approach something close to the singular eigenfunction
for the fastest growing mode.

Various extensions of this work are possible. For example we have used an assumed
profile for the TAE mode, and a possible improvement would be to calculate a more realistic
profile, although this might require the problem being restricted to high values of na. The
evolution of the modulational instability could be followed in more detail by looking at the
growth of the low frequency mode and sidebands, and considering the reaction of these
back on to the TAE pump wave, which at present is considered to be of constant amplitude.
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